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ABSTRACT
The popularity of politically engaged and autobiographical theatrical solo performance
grew at the end of the twentieth century in the United States. Why? Using performance
texts, videos, live performance and interviews, as well as sociological texts, categories of
solo performance were created, revealing commonalities among performers. As
expected, it was discovered that there is no single reason for the surge in the art form.
The rise of technology, the empowerment movements of the sixties and seventies, an
increased emphasis on self-actualization, a decrease in communal activities and
postmodernism in art were significant contributors. Economic pressures contribute to
why artists choose to go alone, but solo performance is also a means of political discourse
and dissent. The relationship between audience and performer mirrors the ritual of
witnessing, allowing audiences to empathize with the socio-political experiences of
others. Solo performance becomes a form of democratic participation when seen from
this perspective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One's-Self I sing, a simple separate person,
Yet utter the word Democratic, the word En-Masse.
-Walt Whitman

In "Leaves of Grass," Walt Whitman wrote of two seemingly oppositional
American ideals; individualism and democracy. The epic poem was his attempt to
unravel this paradox. In the still unfolding experiment called America, an individual's
responsibility to the larger social network remains a perplexing issue. American artists
continue struggling to interpret and reconcile how to be both passionately singular and
necessarily plural.
Theatre artists have a long, robust history in expressing their views on American
life. From Uncle Tom's Cabin to Angels in America, playwrights and performers have
thrived in a free speech environment that accommodates all points of view. While much
politically engaged theatre remains outside of the commercial mainstream, there
continues to be an audience receptive to the notion of theatre that questions the status quo
- theatre that probes Whitman's seemingly dichotomous ideas of American individualism
and American community.
In the latter part of the twentieth century, an increasing number of theatre
practitioners turned to solo performance to express their ideological approach to
American democratic principles. Working alone, these artists explored their democratic
legacy. Artists as diverse as Anna Deveare Smith, Eric Bogosian, Spalding Gray and
Tim Miller asked what it meant to be a certain kind of person in a certain kind of
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America. They insisted there was room for their individuality in the collective
postmodern landscape. They analyzed democracy from the individual's vantage point.
While solo performance has been a mainstay of theatre since Thespis first stepped
out from the Greek chorus, there has been a marked increase in the autobiographical
content of these performances in the United States since the mid-1960's. In her seminal
anthology of solo performance, Extreme Exposure: An Anthology of Solo Performance
Texts from the Twentieth Century, editor Jo Bonney details the work of six performers
prior to 1965 and thirty-six performers after 1965. All of the anthologized artists in Holly
Hughes' and David Roman's O Solo Homo: The New Queer Performance performed
solo after 1970. Anecdotally at least, a particular brand of solo performance has taken on
greater visibility in the last part of the twentieth century.
The original solo performers were strolling players and clowns making instant
theatre wherever an audience might be found. But the first true solo performer of note
was Anthony Aston, a British soldier stationed in Richmond Virginia. In 1703, Aston
performed his Medley to fellow officers. It was a hodgepodge collection of snippets of
plays he had seen in London and by all accounts a huge success. Once Aston returned to
England, a host of performers copied his format and a new genre was bom. When the
Licensing Act of 1737 seriously curtailed opportunities for actors in London, many took
to the road and toured the countryside with acts similar to Aston's.
The Victorians loved orators; many actors became elocutionists to satisfy the
public's demand for the spoken word. Attendance records show that actors who recited
entire plays were in most demand. "It was a sanitized way of hearing plays by those who
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would never want to be seen in a place of public entertainment" (Cairney 13). Audiences
bothered by a ribald theatre environment felt more comfortable in a lecture hall just as
audiences today wait for a film to come out on video, avoiding the long lines and "riff
raff of the multiplex. This circuit came to include actors who were extremely popular in
the legitimate theatre, such as William Macready (in America), Edwin Booth and Richard
Mansfield.
In the early part of the twentieth century and before, monologists were often
writers doing "readings" of their works, or they were actors, like Emlyn Williams,
impersonating those writers. Charles Dickens and Mark Twain - the real thing or the
imitator - traveled throughout the English-speaking world reading from their works and
telling stories to entertain their audiences. Other soloists performed monologues from the
plays of Shakespeare or presented musical revues peppered with amusing anecdotes or
lectured on subjects both amusing and/or important. In 1929, Robert Benchley presented
"The Sex Life of the Polyp" in New York City while Amelia Earhart spoke to the
gathered throngs at the Chautauqua Institute.^
But by the 1970's a new kind of solo performance was emerging in the United
States. Intensely personal and often radical, "performance art" as an appellation began to
appear in art journals and in the small performance spaces popping up in the arts district
of New York City (Banes 1). The kind of solo performance that concerns me in this paper
is a direct offspring of that avant-garde performance art scene of the early 1970's. Marvin
Carlson, in Performance: A Critical Introduction, writes, "It is not surprising that such
performance has become a highly visible - one might say almost emblematic - art form
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in the contemporary world, a world that is highly self-conscious, reflexive, obsessed with
simulations and theatricalizations in every aspect of its social awareness" (6). For
Carlson and others, this surge in solo performance epitomizes a narcissistic or self-centric
trend in the United States, but I believe this is only part of the picture.
Politically engaged and/or autobiographical solo performance in the United States
during the latter part of the twentieth century is due to more factors than rampant egotism
or economics (although economics is undoubtedly a key factor in the popularity of solo
performances). By categorizing different solo performers and by exploring key cultural
and social components at work during this time period, I hope to come to a greater
understanding of the reasons for this widespread theatrical art form. Why do actors
choose to perform alone, eschewing the relative "safety" of collaboration? Is the solo
form uniquely appropriate for discussions on political matters? And what part of the late
twentieth century socio-historical context encouraged theatrical artists to "go it alone"?
Scholars in the field of Performance Studies provide us with the initial road map
for this inquiry. In his discussion of the five areas of Performance Studies at
Northwestern University, Dwight Conquergood writes about the Politics of Performance:
"What is the relationship between performance and power? How does performance
reproduce, enable, sustain, challenge, subvert, critique and naturalize ideology? How do
performances simultaneously reproduce and resist hegemony? How does performance
accommodate and contest domination?" (qtd. in Schechner, Performance 19). It has been
said over and over again that all theatre is political. Playwrights create characters within a
social/historical setting and these settings necessarily have their political struggles. But
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many of the solo performers of the late twentieth century put political concerns front and
center. For these artists, performance is protest and dialogue.
In my examination of this genre, terminology presents a challenge as terms like
solo performance, one-person shows, monologue, stand-up comedy. New Vaudevillians
and Lone Actor are used interchangeably. The term that comes up most often, however,
is "performance art," which was first used in the early 1970's to categorize a grab bag of
performances that did not fit neatly into theatre, dance, music or visual art. Laurie
Anderson said, "The best thing about the term 'performance art' is that it's so ambiguous;
it includes just about everything you might want to do" (qtd. in Bonney xii). RoseLee
Goldberg, who has written extensively about performance art, observes that performance
art "defies precise or easy definition beyond the simple declaration that it is live art by
artists" (19). Tim Miller expresses, "Of course the form is impossible to define: it's
always shifting what it is, from political diatribe to sexual transformational kinds of stuff,
to agit-prop to stand-up comedy" ("Bodies" 71). Holly Hughes laments the rather
pejorative connotation of performance art, "a sense that it is a junior achievement art
form, a warm-up to making real art" (O Solo 8). Over time, and as audiences came to
accept the iconoclastic nature of the form, performance art solidified into a category all
its own, incorporating several identifiable characteristics.
First and foremost, performance art in the 1970's and 1980's was resolutely
avant-garde. Performed in art galleries and on the streets, on rooftops and in subway cars,
it was demystified art - art that anyone could do. It was not intended for the kind of
mainstream audiences flocking to the latest Broadway hit or for high-art audiences
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buying season subscriptions to the opera. This was art that challenged us to reconsider
our expectations about art, and anyone uncomfortable with this challenge to the status
quo was not likely to be in the audience.
The early performance artist was a visual artist using his or her body as canvas.
"Never entirely forsaking the gallery setting, the people who made body works
commented on the rules of the art game by questioning the fetishism of the art 'product'
and the social relations among artist, spectator and gallery owner" (Banes 117). Chris
Burden had a friend shoot him in the arm in Shoot in 1971. In her piece Interior Scroll.
Carolee Schneemann, performing nude, reached into her vagina and pulled out a scroll
from which she read aloud. In 1990's We Keep Our Victims Ready. Karen Finley
famously smeared chocolate over her naked body. Yoko Ono instructed gallery
spectators to cut off pieces of her clothing, revealing her bare body, in 1964's Cut Piece.
It should be noted that feminists exploring self-identity, self-loathing and the gendered
constraints in which they found themselves created many of these body-oriented works.
Holly Hughes writes that performance art is "art about bodies, particularly bodies that
were othered by race, by gender, by sexuality, by illness" (O Solo 8). The sometimesshocking emphasis on the body created an intensely intimate and shared autobiographical
event that was sure to agitate audiences out of their passive role. Some spectators
certainly resisted the bold nakedness of these works. Others became full-fledged
participants.
Performance artists tended to work alone, much as visual artists do. Theatre is a
collaborative art while painting and sculpture typically are not. In the early days of the
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performance art movement, many of the practitioners came from visual arts disciplines.
They eschewed written text. Instead they explored the imagistic text embedded in the
body and in new technologies. Artists like Laurie Anderson created spectacles based on
mixed media images. And when artists did employ language-based text, they were often
void of a metanarrative. Sally Banes notes, "In certain respects performance art is like
theater with the priorities reversed. The text recedes or disappears altogether, while the
supporting elements of ordinary theater - the acting style, the gesture system, the sounds,
the lights, the mise-en-scene - emerge singly or in combination as the focus of attention"
(144). This was art that was presented in the moment - in real time - by artists rejecting
the narrational emphases of traditional theatre.
So where is the connection to the solo performers of today? I concur with Philip
Auslander when he states, "My major operative assumption here is that postmodern
culture is characterized by a smooth continuum of cultural categories and discourses and
by artists who are able to occupy numerous, different, sometimes apparently conflicting
positions on that continuum" (53). Performance art, like all art forms, evolves. In the
beginning, performance art stressed art. As it developed, it began to feature performance.
Over time, the emphasis on the body has been replaced by an emphasis on the word.
Jacki Apple argued that by 1990, word had become the "dominant factor - the
performance artist as poet, storyteller, preacher, rapper, with image at the service of text"
(qtd. in Carlson 116). Nowadays, performance artists often emerge more from popular
theatrical disciplines like clowning and stand-up comedy versus visual arts disciplines.
Apple laments that performance art has virtually disappeared into the theatre (121). I
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would offer that the work of solo performers is tamer, safer and more palatable to the
theatre-going public than that of their performance art forebears.
Solo performance can perhaps most accurately be regarded as a liminal
performance genre: part-way between theatre and performance art, between storytelling
and stand-up, between high-art and commercial art, between pedagogy and protest. The
forms blend. Tim Miller emphasizes body, appearing naked in nearly all his pieces, yet
remains completely committed to the stories he shares with audiences. Spalding Gray
emphasizes text but remains seated throughout his performance, never engaging
physically in any of his narratives. Yet both men tell their own story. What do they share
with Anna Deveare Smith, who disappears entirely as she portrays people swept up in
tumultuous public events? Or Eric Bogosian who disappears entirely as he presents a
gallery of damaged, aggressive men in a post-feminist world? What do they all share with
intercultural soloists like Guillermo Gomez-Pena? Or stand-up comics like Margaret
Cho? Or hip-hop performers like Danny Koch? They all take slightly different
approaches to the notion of self in a postmodern world.
In order to winnow down the large number of artists working in the theatrical solo
format, I have created some parameters for my investigation. The artists I will be
discussing write their own material and tell stories. They all have some interest in politics
or society. They are all American. And they all choose to do what they do alone. In this
paper, I am virtually excluding a large number of solo performers who work primarily on
theatrical biography, i.e. Robert Morse as Truman Capote, Hal Holbrook as Mark Twain
or Pat Carroll as Gertrude Stein. The one-person biographical play has been a mainstay of
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the mainstream theatre since the 19"" century (Cairney 19). My interest is in those
performers who are themselves the subject of their performances - theatrical
autobiographers - as well as those commenting on American life and values through a
panorama of characters.
There is actually quite a bit of literature on the topic of solo performance, but no
one is asking, "Why?" First and foremost there are the performance texts themselves.
Successful artists like Eric Bogosian, Tim Miller, John Leguizamo, Spalding Gray and
Anna Deveare Smith have each published several play texts. These volumes can help
significantly in an understanding of the issues that concern the artists. Sadly, the works of
many important theatrical soloists are available only as short excerpts in anthologies.
Artists such as Ethyl Eichelberger, Rhodessa Jones, and Robbie McCauley can only be
read in abridged form. Other artists who ought to be considered in any discussion relating
to the solo form do not appear in anthologies at all. New Vaudevillians such as Avner the
Eccentric or stand-up comics like Richard Pryor are, arguably, part of the wave of solo
performers, yet their work does not appear in print. For these performers, I will be relying
on videotapes of their performances. Video is an important part of this study because it
does a better job than print at capturing the impact and force of many of these artists by
virtue of the fact that it includes both the written text and "body" text.
There are several very good anthologies of solo performers including those
mentioned earlier. Extreme Exposure: An Anthology of Solo Performance Texts from
the Twentieth Century and O Solo Homo: the New Queer Performance. While these
anthologies, and a couple of others, begin the process of classifying certain performers
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(feminist or gay performers particularly), none of them arranges the anthologized
performers into thematic groups. It is necessary to clarify the distinctions between
performers in order to understand the impulses for their work. For example, is Spalding
Gray approaching the solo form with goals similar to Laurie Anderson? Once the
performers are arranged into categories, it will be possible to understand why each group
employs the solo form, and from there to extrapolate the common denominators for
postmodern monologists.
I was fortunate enough to conduct a personal one-on-one interview with Tim
Miller in the summer of 2002. This interview gave me tremendous access to the mindset
of a solo performer. Other solo artists have interviews in print and I have eagerly sought
any and all documents springing directly from the "horse's mouth." Published texts by
individual artists sometimes have an introduction by the playwright/performer that
addresses the artist's impulse to go it alone. Some soloists now have web pages although a certain amount of skepticism must be maintained in light of the promotional
nature of these Internet sites.
Additionally, in an effort to untangle the complex reasons for the almost universal
political nature of solo performances, I will be using texts that can provide insight into
the sociological and cultural background of America during this recent historical time
period. While there is certainly no shortage of writing on this topic, Robert D. Putnam's
Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community is an important
source. Putnam's thesis is that the American community is giving way to the American
individual. He seeks to understand this disconnect in American life as I seek to
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understand it in American theatre. Another important source on this topic is Kenneth
Gergen's The Saturated Self: Dilemmas of Identity in Contemporary Life. Gergen's book
deals specifically with the complex nature of the self in contemporary society. The solo
artists I am investigating are a product of the tumultuous sixties and the "Me Decade" of
the 1970s. How does recent history influence their impulse to work alone?
There is quite a bit of scholarly and critical writing available about performance
art in general, but there are holes in the current body of literature regarding solo
performance, thus illustrating the continuing vague distinction between performance art
and solo performance. The few existing theoretical texts on solo performance focus on
the one-person biographical play form, and they tend to overlook the recent wave of
humorists, activists and autobiographers. Not surprisingly, there are several "How-To"
books on solo performance and a registry of Solo Performers from 1700 to 2000
(Cairney). There are a number of useful journal articles on soloists - particularly
Jonathan Kalb's excellent piece on "Documentary Solo Performance" which appeared in
Theater Journal in 2001.
Many of the seminal performance studies scholars weigh in on the notion of
performance as identity and in doing so they touch on solo performers, but these
discussions are often a small part of a much larger analysis. Marvin Carlson, Richard
Schechner and Philip Auslander all acknowledge the phenomenon of solo performance.

But no one has looked at the connection between solo performance and American life in
the twentieth century.
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In Chapter Two I will examine the cultural landscape of America in the latter part
of the twentieth century to provide background as to how political protest wedded with
theatre. Necessarily, I will also address the rise of previously underrepresented groups.
Certainly the women's movement, the civil rights movement and the gay and lesbian
movement contributed significantly to the content of solo performance. I will also
investigate the factors contributing to a decreased emphasis on community in American
life. In addition, I will be examining theatre at the end of the twentieth century specifically the postmodern impulses that influenced theatre practitioners. Finally,
information on the National Endowment of the Arts will help to provide the important
economic perspective on performers during this time period. This is significant because
most of the editors who have anthologized solo performance texts say that economic
concerns are at the root of the surge in solo performance. While I agree that career
control and economic incentives may factor into the popularity of solo performance, in no
way is this the whole picture. Many actors would no longer be performing solo if
audiences did not respond, and audiences would not respond unless there was something
sagacious about these solo works.
In Chapters Three and Four I will categorize different performers in the hopes of
discovering where the differences lie between solo artists. How are Eric Bogosian,
Spalding Gray, Anna Deavere Smith, Tim Miller, Susan Miller, Julia Sweeney, Avner the
Eccentric and Richard Pryor different from one another? The first distinction I make is
whether the artists use politics implicitly or explicitly in their work. I will discuss the use
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of humor and the body, the notion of witnessing and the strange absence of solo
performers working from the conservative political right.
Given the broad spectrum of artists working in the solo form, and my previously
stated parameters, why did I select the specific artists I chose? Some, like Anna Deavere
Smith, Laurie Anderson, Eric Bogosian and Avner the Eccentric were chosen because I
have tremendous admiration for their work. Others were chosen because they are clearcut examples of their particular lineage of solo performance. I cannot imagine discussing
autobiographical solo performance without delving into the work of Spalding Gray, for
example. I chose to discuss artists I have been able to see in person, because I believe the
full force of a performer's work takes place in front of a live audience. To that end I
include Tim Miller, Lily Tomlin, Richard Pry or, Avner the Eccentric and Guillermo
Gomez-Pena. Finally, in the course of my research I "discovered" a few soloists about
whom I knew little or nothing before the process began. They include Eve Ensler, Susan
Miller, and Marc Wolf.
In Chapter Five I will discuss the similarities of solo artists in order to come to
some final sense of what it is that compels certain artists to work alone. These findings
include how the nuts and bolts of theatre-making encourages soloists. I am also interested
in the connection between politics and solo performance, democracy, witnessing and,
perhaps most importantly, the unique relationship with audience that is created when one
performer works onstage alone.
One hundred years before publisher Henry Luce coined the phrase "The
American Century" in 1941, Walt Whitman explored the seemingly conflicting ideals of

the American identity: we are part of a community and we have the right to be
individuals within that community. American solo performers examine the tension
between the collective and the individual. They celebrate the self in an attempt to
discover the nature of what it is to be an American.

Note
^ All the historical information in the previous paragraphs are from John Cairney's
invaluable Solo Performers: An International Registry . 1770-2000.
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2. THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

It would be foolhardy to undertake an examination of the reasons for solo
performance without at least a cursory investigation into the landscape in which these
artists found themselves during the twilight of the twentieth century. Art and society are
inseparable. Stuart Hall states that cultural practices are "interwoven with all social
practices; and those practices, in turn, with sensuous human praxis, the activity through
which men and women make their own history" (qtd. in Diamond 6). The challenge is
that culture (and hence society) is constantly in flux and always being reinterpreted by
subsequent generations. And very recent history is even more difficult to analyze as its
relative meaning has not yet been filtered through time.
Because of this, I am uneasy making sweeping generalizations about this time
period or culture. There are always individuals and events that do not fit neatly into any
cultural studies equation. Inconsistencies make it almost impossible to say with any
certainty what the causal relationship is between solo performers and society. Thus, I
hope the reader will view this chapter as the lens through which I have chosen to view
these solo performers. In anticipation of further discussion in this chapter, let me add that
this is a decidedly postmodern lens, meaning I embrace a pluralistic view of the
relationship between historical events and the artists who experienced them. By taking
this approach, I am mirroring the work of artists such as Eric Bogosian and Anna
Deavere Smith who never proclaim one reality, but rather, explore the myriad of truths
evident in any single individual or moment in time. Perhaps in a culture as diverse as
America's this is the only way to view history.
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In this chapter I will explore some of the societal factors in play at the time in
which many of these solo artists began to formulate their work. "Performance, as one
crucial practice in the making of culture, is inseparable from politics and history"
(Diamond 10). Of particular interest to me is the enormous influence of postmodernism
on both performers and audiences. I will also consider some of the economic pressures
impacting the theatrical world in post-Kennedy America. Through an analysis of the
political, social, and theatrical background of the late twentieth century, I hope to uncover
further clues as to why these artists found the solo form particularly well suited to a
theatre of protest.

The American Century
Henry Luce, founder and editor of Time and Life magazines, coined the phrase
"The American Century" in the winter of 1941. Luce was calling for American
participation in the war sweeping through Europe, confidant that the power of our
democracy could win the war and insure American global hegemony for years to come.
"But what internationalism have we Americans to offer? Ours cannot come out of the
vision of one man. [...] It must be a sharing with all peoples of our Bill of Rights, our
Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, our magnificent industrial products, our
technical skills" (Luce 64). The struggle in American life at this time echoed the
sentiments expressed in Whitman's "Leaves of Grass" (165), as quoted in the epigraph to
the introduction. Should we be isolated from or should we participate in the global arena?
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Luce's vision of American internationalism was marvelously prescient. No other nation
has exercised such military, economic and cultural reach since the great Roman Empire.
The reasons for the political and social malaise of the post-Kennedy era are
difficult to pinpoint, especially given our status as the colossus of the globe. We
seemingly had so much of which to be proud: free speech, a participatory government, a
strong economy and a diligent respect for privacy. What was unraveling in American
society that caused such upheaval during the 1960's?
Many of the soloists I am writing about were coming of age in the sixties and
seventies. They witnessed firsthand the upheavals and anguish of the period between
John F. Kennedy's assassination and Richard Nixon's resignation.
In political terms, this generation was indelibly marked by the events of
the sixties - the civil rights movement [...] the Kennedy and King
assassinations, the trauma of Vietnam, and Watergate. Perhaps with reason
[...] they are distrusting of institutions, alienated from politics, and
(despite their campus flings of the sixties and seventies) distinctly less
involved in civic life. (Putnam 257)
The political disillusionment of the Baby Boomers was bom of a creeping mistrust of
government, a fear of severe reprisals for protest against the political status quo, and a
gnawing sense that even their victories could be subverted by the politicians in
Washington.
The assassination of President John F. Kennedy should be considered the overture
to the tumultuous decade between 1963 and 1974. The death of the charismatic and
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youthful President was significant not only because of Kennedy's popularity but also
because the event was witnessed, in gruesome repetition, on television. The emotional
announcement of Kennedy's death by anchor Walter Cronkite, the murder of Lee Harvey
Oswald, and the tender salute by Kennedy's young son became a national obsession.
"The assassination in Dallas obliterated the rationality and hope that were the outward
hallmarks of the Kennedy presidency and of most of American public life" (Beschloss
58). It has been said that the assassination represented the loss of America's innocence,
but this metaphor was also used regarding World War II and the bombing of the World
Trade Center. Clearly the assassination of Kennedy represented a tremendous loss of
faith for the country but whether this was the first such event is a matter of generational
perspective. The implausibility of the Warren conmiission's findings, the various
conspiracy theories, and the ongoing media fixation with Kennedy insured that the event
would resonate through the American consciousness as long as there were Americans
alive who could remember where they were when Kennedy was shot.
The period between 1963 and 1974 was a time of tremendous political
engagement. In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act, which
prohibited discrimination in public places - including schools. It was followed in 1965
by the passage of the Voting Rights Act, which eradicated the tactics previously used to
disenfranchise black voters. Yet many young blacks became dissatisfied with the rate of
change in American life following the enactment of this legislation. In Whoopi Goldberg
Live, the eponymous performer, playing a junkie, says:
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'Cause we was ready for that. When I say "we" I mean all the people who
was involved in making civil rights happen. Because we knew, as soon as
Rosa Parks did not get her ass up off that bus, what was coming. We
knew. We wasn't quite ready for people getting blown away in cars or
little girls getting blown up in churches, but we knew it was gonna be a
struggle, (qtd. in Bonney 214)
Spurred on by the life and assassination of Malcolm X, and in direct opposition to the
non-violent tactics espoused by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., some black Americans began
to assume a more militant approach to protest. The "black power" movement was
established. In 1965 a major riot exploded in Watts, California, lasting for six days.^ The
leaders of the civil rights movement divided into several camps and leadership styles. But
a new radical political protest model had begun.
In 1963, the first wave of Baby Boomers was arriving at college campuses. In
1965,180,000 combat troops arrived in Vietnam. Within two years, the Johnson
Administration had dispatched 1.5 million Americans to Vietnam. In 1969 the first
lottery draft since 1942 was established. Growing concerns about the nature of the war in
Vietnam and America's ability to actually win this war polarized the nation. The war
was brought into our homes on television, in color, every night. Students took to the
streets to protest the draft and military recruitment on campuses.
The birth control pill was introduced in 1960, giving women 99% control over
their individual choice to have children. Emboldened by the potential of this remarkable
discovery, the National Organization for Women was founded in 1966 to promote equal
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rights for women. The issue of reform vs. revolution, played out in the civil rights
movement, took on meaning for women as well. Feminist protest groups took to the
streets as consciousness-raising groups took to the living rooms. "Segments of the
American population [...] who had been quiescent or silently suppressed, suddenly felt
empowered and plunged into public life. [...] It is virtually impossible to overstate the
impact of these social movements on the lives of most American communities" (Putnam
152). Given the fact that most of the solo performers were coming of age in the sixties
and seventies, these empowerment movements must have had a significant influence on
how their concept of their country was formed.
In 1968, the assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy
began to turn the tide in political protest. Rioting in over 100 American cities followed
the violent murder of the leader of the non-violent civil rights movement.
Congresswoman Maxine Waters is quoted in Anna Deavere Smith's Twilight Los
Angeles. 1992: "The fact of the matter is, whether we like it or not, riot is the voice of the
unheard" (162). Another character in the same piece echoes these sentiments. "That's
why we call it a social explosion/when people can no longer take it--/ the status quo"
(252). The death of Kennedy - who had been running for President with the support of
both liberals and blacks - splintered the Democratic Party and set the stage for the
divisive Democratic National convention in Chicago.
For many in the political protest movements of the sixties, the Chicago riots were
a watershed event. Thousands of young people were beaten, tear-gassed and arrested
during an anarchic week of political protest. The media captured the brutality of the
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Chicago police and the smug indifference of Mayor Daley. One of those arrested that day
said, "It was theater, until the cops showed us the difference between reality and theater
and hauled some of us off to jail" (qtd. in Smith, Talk 3). This rough theatre had a cast of
thousands and no discernible plot. The events in Chicago captured the whole Zeitgeist of
the sixties - Americans were a divided people.
In 1970, a police raid on a bar frequented by gay men, lesbians and transvestites
turned into a full-scale, five-day riot. The uprising was a spontaneous protest against the
police harassment and social discrimination suffered by homosexuals in New York City
during the 1960s. Although there had been other protests, the Stonewall incident was
perhaps the first time lesbians, gays, and transvestites acted as a united group fighting for
a common cause. Occurring in the context of the civil rights, student protests and feminist
movements, the riots sparked among homosexuals the realization that they had to make a
more concerted effort and take a more active approach in gaining their civil rights as
citizens of the U.S. "A history of queer solo performance begins [...] in the subcultural
world of queer bars, cabarets, and drag revues and in the public context of lesbian and
gay people negotiating personal safety with outright defiance" (Hughes, O Solo 6).
Although the riots caused by the raid on the Stonewall Inn did not begin the gay and
lesbian rights movement as such, they did serve as a catalyst to bring about a new
generation of political activism.
The Presidency of Richard Nixon forms the end-frame to the tumultuous period
between '63 and '74. When Nixon ordered troops into Cambodia hundreds of thousands
of people marched on Washington to protest the expanding war in Southeast Asia. Nixon
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appealed to the Silent Majority to support his actions but political dissent remained vocal
and voracious. Shortly after the President sent troops into Cambodia in 1970, four
students were gunned down at Kent State University by National Guardsmen who had
been brought on campus to quell demonstrations. Spalding Gray writes:
I remembered Kent State but I had just lumped it in with the Vietnam
protest; I'd forgotten that it was a direct protest against the invasion of
Cambodia. I also didn't know that most U.S. National Guard were not
allowed to have live ammunition in their guns, but in Ohio they were [...]
and on a lovely May day fifteen people were shot, four innocent
bystanders were killed. (Swimming 18)
The death of the four innocents in Ohio had a profound impact on large-scale protests.
While the radical left continued to demonstrate, the supporting players began to peel off.
Many of the young people who had boosted the numbers of the protest movement
became afraid and stayed home. In 1972 five men were arrested for breaking into
Democratic National Headquarters in the Watergate office building. Two years later,
Richard Nixon resigned his Presidency to avoid impeachment hearings on what he did or
did not know about Watergate. Anna Deavere Smith writes, "I had thought that
Watergate was sort of a point for the beginning of what people call the cynicism of our
time" (Talk 29). The sixties were over.
In an address to the American people in 1979, President Jimmy Carter spoke of
the nation's malaise:
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Our people are losing that faith, not only in government itself but in the
ability as citizens to serve as the ultimate rulers and shapers of our
democracy. [...] These changes did not happen overnight. They've come
upon us gradually over the last generation, years that were filled with
shocks and tragedy. We were sure that ours was a nation of the ballot, not
the bullet, until the murders of John Kennedy and Robert Kennedy and
Martin Luther King, Jr. We were taught that our armies were always
invincible and our causes were always just, only to suffer the agony of
Vietnam. We respected the Presidency as a place of honor until the shock
of Watergate.
Carter connected the growing absence of faith in government to the events of 1963-1974.
But after Carter there would be one more series of historical events - during the
1980s - that would factor prominently in the work of many of today's politically engaged
solo performers: the election in 1980 of Ronald Reagan, the rise of the conservative
religious Right and the AIDS pandemic. In 1987, after a six-year period in which 40,000
people died, Ronald Reagan uttered the word "AIDS" for the first time in public.
Performance artist Reno, talking about the 80s, offered, "This was not the era of
prosperity, this was the decade of denial" (qtd. in Bonney 231). Reagan's neglect of gays
and lesbians was another way in which the government turned a blind eye to a
marginalized group of Americans. In a 1991 interview, Tim Miller acknowledged that his
"work really started after Reagan's inauguration; a lot of us were forged by this
unbelievable event. Work should be about things. It should be talking. It should be
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pushy" (qtd. in Durland 174). In the 1980s, conservative religious leaders like Jerry
Falw^ell, Donald Wildmon and Pat Robertson made powerful political friends in
Washington. In 1990, these allies put enough pressure to bear on the National
Endowment for the Arts that grants previously awarded to four artists - including Tim
Miller - were denied.
There were undoubtedly other universal events that impacted the artists who were
forming their identities at the end of the twentieth century. But the momentous episodes I
have cited impacted all Americans - artists and audiences alike. And, as we shall learn,
the audience has almost as much to do with a solo performance as the performer does.
History is more than the dates and events that appear in textbooks, for these dates and
events shape the way humans interact with each other and with their government.
Somehow, the personality of America changed at the end of the twentieth century. And
these solo artists were there to comment on those changes.

The American Self
Robert D. Putnam has written extensively about the decrease in the social and
political engagement of Americans in the last thirty years of the twentieth century. If
Putnam's thesis is true - that "trustworthiness lubricates social life" (21) - then as the
Baby Boomers reached adulthood, they backed off from the very activities that had
distinguished them from previous generations because they no longer believed in or
trusted those activities or institutions. According to surveys conducted by the Census
Bureau, voting is down: in 1960 over 62% of voting-age Americans went to the polls
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while in 1996, only 48% voted (Putnam 31). In Swimming to Cambodia. Spalding Gray
admits, "I'm not very political—in fact, I've never even voted in my life" (10).
Americans were roughly half as likely to attend a political rally in the 1990s as in the
1970s. Most political action groups only require a check from their constituents - no
hands-on participation is needed (Putnam 40). With an abundance of economic pressures,
many Americans simply don't have time for community. Television and other
technologies further deter face-to-face group participation. "Social capital has eroded
among the one in every twelve Americans who have enjoyed the advantages of graduate
study, it has eroded among the one in every eight Americans who did not even make it
into high school, and it has eroded among all strata in between" (Putnam 187). Many of
us no longer vote, protest, volunteer for school boards, join the PTA, sign petitions or
join bowling leagues. We go it alone.
Yet the American democratic system relies on participation in government: that
we vote and vocalize. Anna Deavere Smith sees a gap in our political responsiveness;
"We are running in different directions. We pay taxes, but we don't vote, and they say we
don't watch political television unless there's a scandal" (Talk 98). Is this indifference
exclusively a by-product of a series of specific events in American political life? Or are
there other, more sociological factors that accounted for a national disconnect that
eventually activated many solo performers?
Putnam, in Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community.
levies much of the blame for our political apathy on the explosive growth of television
and other information technologies in the last part of the twentieth century. "More
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television watching means less of virtually every form of civic participation and social
involvement" (228). Television creates a detached spectator. Statistically, more and more
Americans are watching more and more television by themselves, as a solo activity
(Putnam 228). Americans have become a nation of "watchers" and when television
doesn't interest us, we "watch" our computers instead. Daniel Boorstin was cunningly
foresighted when he coined the term "Graphic Revolution" in 1961. Boorstin was writing
about the rise in the amounts of visual material to which American are exposed - and this
was before the VCR, satellite or cable TV, computer and Internet! "The peculiarities of
the modern image and the consequences of image-thinking appear even clearer by
contrast to what has been displaced: thinking in ideals" (197). Ideals became oldfashioned and sentimental.
The more information we take in via the whole range of electronic technology and
media, the less we are able to synthesize it all. Information has displaced knowledge.
William Leiss suggests, "On the great issues of society and politics, the role of
knowledge in the composition of informed judgement very well may decline in
proportion to the increase of available information" (qtd. in Auslander 15). The more we
know, the less we know.
The boundary between news and entertainment became increasingly blurred as
news divisions were taken over by entertainment divisions and as entertainment began to
borrow freely from the news.^ This came to be known as "infotainment." Round-theclock news networks need a steady stream of news events for the viewers' consumption.
When there is no newsworthy event, the media creates them. Daniel Boorstin in The
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Image calls these "pseudo-events," and they include interviews, press conferences,
awards ceremonies, news analysis and the media reporting on the media. "The 'factual
world' is thus replaced by a world constructed for entertainment and profit" (Gergen
121). Consequently, spectators come to see all things equally: the death of John F.
Kennedy Jr. becomes a national opportunity for mourning just as the assassination of his
father had been almost 40 years earlier. Yet J.F.K. Jr. was neither a President nor moral
leader. He was mostly famous for being the child of someone famous, or as Boorstin put
it, "The celebrity is a person who is known for his well-knowness"(57). Television helps
to foster a culture of celebrity and celebrities have morphed into the modern equivalent of
the community leader: they are our common frame of reference. Spalding Gray talks
about an encounter he had in Russia with a group of students: "Meanwhile, I'm over in
the corner, because I've been recognized by some of the students. I've been recognized —
thank God I've been recognized - for being on the David Letterman show" (Monster 59).
Andy Warhol's fifteen minutes of fame has permeated our culture.
Television spectators become desensitized to world events. Baby Boomers, who
ate dinner while the horrors of Vietnam played on TV, may have viewed Operation
Desert Storm in 1990 as a kind of dull rerun. When the Holocaust becomes a television
mini-series, when cancer is a five-minute segment on E.R. and when the end of the world
is a TV movie-of-the week (The Day After) the underlying message is that our most
pressing problems can be solved between commercials. "Television purveys a
disarmingly direct and personal view of world events in a setting dominated by
entertainment values" (Putnam 242). Within two months of 9/11/01, two prominent
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television shows had incorporated the national tragedy into their story lines.^ "The media
[...] take heroic events and try to make us feel as though these events can fit neatly in
our living rooms" (Smith, Talk 147). Indeed, many of those who witnessed the bombing
of the World Trade Center commented that it looked just like the movies. While tragedy
has been the stuff of entertainment since the Greeks, there is a sense in the new
entertainment paradigm that monumental events that impact all of us can be miniaturized
into tolerable portions for American consumption.
Americans travel the globe in person, on television, via technology and through
music. Marshall McLuhan's "global village" has become a reality. "The global village is
a world in which you don't necessarily have harmony; you have extreme concern with
everybody else's business and much involvement in everybody else's life" (qtd. in
Benedetti 40). On the one hand we are exposed to a diverse realm of cultures. On the
other hand, we have become a culture of voyeurs."
The omni-cultural world in which we live gives us the potential to understand the
"others" of our planet. Combined with the exposure of previously marginalized groups
(African Americans, women, Latino/as, gay and lesbians etc.) one might imagine we are
more receptive to exploring and celebrating our differences. Yet the simultaneity of our
mediatized culture may work in opposition to this. In 1971, McLuhan made a speech in
which he declared, "This is a structural fact, and when considered in relation to our wired
planet, where everybody is involved in everybody's experience, this is the overwhelming
backlash of reduction to nonentity—^the creation of mass man" (qtd. in Benedetti 9). The
media creates a community in which we are all equal.
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If we are a society of "mass men" then what do we make of Tom Wolfe's 1976
essay, "The Me Decade and the Third Great Awakening?" Citing the unprecedented
economic boom of the post-WWII generation, Wolfe posited that Americans had more
money and hence more leisure time with which to discover themselves through therapy,
sex, religion and est (136).^ "Once the dreary little bastards started getting money in the
1940's, they did an astonishing thing - they took their money and ran! They did
something only aristocrats (and intellectuals and artists) were supposed to so - they
discovered and started doting on Me!" (167). A glance at the title of a number of self-help
books from this time period reinforces Wolfe's notion of the narcissistic American: How
to Be Your Own Best Friend. Looking Out For Number One. Fulling Your Own Strings.
and The Art of Selfishness. The individual in the 1970s, no longer trusting in institutions,
lost in a barrage of inordinate amounts of information, a faceless member of the "global
village," searched for a more authentic "self."
This search for self became an obsession: twelve-step programs, pop-psychology
books, men's and women's groups getting in touch with their inner children all
proliferated during the end of the century. In a 1965 interview, Marshall McLuhan
discussed the most likely direction to which people turned for help: "The psychiatrist's
couches of the world are sagging with people who have lost their sense of identity. They
used to feel they were clearly defined entities. Now they go to psychiatrists to be told or
to find out, 'Who am I? What should I be doing?"'(qtd. in Benedetti 85). And thus began
what is referred to as the "cult of the individual" - the notion of individualism that
permeated American society at the end of the twentieth century. ^ "For better or worse.
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this century has been the era of the 'self - a hundred years of shifting from nineteenth
century emphasis on the community to the late twentieth century elevation and
examination of the individual" (Bonney xiv). How do we reconcile the two impulses
working in American life at the same time: the "cult of the individual" and the "mass
man"? Whitman's "Song of Myself vs. Luce's "American Century"?
Kenneth J. Gergen posits that this disconnect - these seemingly oppositional
impulses - are part and parcel of the postmodern condition and that "the process of social
saturation is producing a profound change in our ways of understanding the self (6).
Gergen equates the saturation of self with the condition of postmodernism. "The
technological achievements of the past century have produced a radical shift in our
exposure to each other. [...] With social saturation, the coherent circles of accord are
demolished, and all beliefs thrown into question by one's exposure to multiple points of
view" (Gergen xi). His thesis, and I agree, is that the multiplicity of voices and points of
view to which we are exposed every day causes us to enter into a "postmodern
consciousness" in which truth is mutable and reality is fragmented (15). More than
anything else, solo performers are a product of this postmodern world.
"The technologies of social saturation expose us to an enormous range of persons,
new forms of relationship, unique circumstances and opportunities, and special intensities
of feeling. One can scarcely remain unaffected by such exposure" (Gergen 69). ^ And we
are not unaffected. We become a collage of all that we are exposed to, despite and
because of contradictory bits and bytes of information. In fact, these contradictions are
"essential to the practical demands of life in contemporary society" because they help us
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incorporate an ever-expanding cacophony of voices (Gergen 73). In her introduction to
Fires in the Mirror. Anna Deavere Smith writes, "In America, identity is always being
negotiated" (xxxiii). Eventually, we come to recognize that we are not a pure, true self,
but a construction born of the various social and familial groups to which we belong.
This many-faceted self is mirrored in the art movements of the late twentieth century.
Postmodernism in the arts is a reaction against the modern movement in art and
literature that preceded it. "Significant tectonic shifts occurred within the arts themselves.
The long-standing arts hierarchy lost its inviolable status. The evaluative distinction
between high and popular arts became blurred" (Cherbo 11). Where modern art relied on
metanarrative, postmodernism relies on pastiche. If the modernists sought to deliver a
message, then the postmodernists sought to create an experience. The modems
originated, the postmodems recycled. Postmodernism foregoes closure and the concept
of one abiding truth. Postmodern art is cynical, process-oriented, fragmentary, suspicious,
eclectic, playful and self-reflexive. "Postmodernism is above all post-1960's: its keynote
is cultural helplessness. [...] History was ruptured, passions have been expended, belief
has become difficult; heroes have died and been replaced by celebrities" (Gitlin 36).
Hence, postmodernism is more than an art movement. It is the way we view our culture,
our political systems and our world.
"A feeling that the world is crumbling [...] is actually an assumption crucial
[...] to that of almost every [...] performance artist [...] nowadays. [...] And if there is
no world to hang onto anymore, no sense of a cohesive community or a shared sense of
values, what is there left to trust beside the self (Holden 1). If the postmodern
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actor/writer eschews the metanarrative, then the personal story - the micro-narrative resonates more profoundly with our culture's interest in self-actualization. Through this
individual's story we recognize our own struggle to identify an authentic-self. And we
come to see through these performances the tremendous influence of political power on
the construction of the self.
Richard Schechner writes, "Performativity is everywhere linked to the
interdependence of power and knowledge" (Performance 114). This notion of power who holds it and who manipulates it - is what connects the postmodern artist to her
modern avant-garde predecessor. Theatre practitioners as diverse as Jarry, Brecht and
Artaud all used performance to question the structures of power in which they lived.
Contemporary practitioners such as Tony Kushner, Emily Mann and Adrienne Kennedy
do the same. But nowhere is the correlation between the theatre and the political more
consistently realized than in the solo performance arena. "It is partly a reaction to what
has not worked in larger-scale theater, the past quarter-century or so having been a
conspicuously dismal period for political theater in America" (Kalb 14). Given the
tremendous economic forces at play for all of the arts in America today, the ability to
leverage political content in the theatre has fallen largely to solo theatre performers.

The American Theatre
As American theatre matured throughout the twentieth century, it bifurcated into
two distinct sectors; the commercial (or mainstream) and the non-profit. The commercial
is found on Broadway stages and Las Vegas spectacles. The non-profit flourished
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everywhere else.® In 1965 there were 23 regional theatres in the United States. Today, the
Theatre Communications Group boasts a membership of over 440 regional theatres. To
what can we attribute the explosive growth of the non-profit theatre sector? I will begin
with the National Endowment for the Arts.
In Stories from the Nerve Bible. Laurie Anderson remembers the sixties:
Let's go back to that moment at the top of the decade, when Lerner and
Loewe came up with their unforgettable chart-topping tale of Camelot.
Yes back to the days of power and privilege along the Potomac, the days
when Harvard intellectuals were commuting from Cambridge to DC, when
the young president himself was out writing poetry on his sailboat. And
those nights! The glittering openings as the great art patrons arrived for
cultural events, sponsored by the brand-new National Endowment for the
Arts. (qtd. in Bonney 90)
John F. Kennedy was the first President to suggest the formation of a federal advisory
council on the arts. Following his assassination, the Johnson administration took on the
project. In 1964 Congress passed a bill establishing a National Council on the Arts as an
advisory body. In 1965, the Johnson administration introduced a bill calling for direct
support of the arts and humanities.^ The "Explanation of the Bill" outlined the NEA's
initial function: "The [NEA] provides matching grants to States, to non-profit or public
groups, and grants to individuals in the creative and performing arts for the whole range
of artistic activity" (qtd. in Zeigler 16). The grants money in the first year amounted to a
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little over two and a half million dollars. In 1988, the agency had more than $150 million
dollars to give.^°
The Endowment was a huge boost to the early careers of many artists and
institutions. The number of professional orchestras, opera companies and literary
magazines doubled within ten years. Theatre companies and dance companies increased
five-fold. And, perhaps most significantly, the seed money provided to states meant that
community arts agencies grew from 175 to over 900 by 1975 (Zeigler 28). Many of these
state agencies supported local individual artists. But the Endowment itself has always had
a rocky relationship with individuals.
There were controversies immediately. In 1965, many major artists of the day
refused to participate in a White House Festival for the Arts because of the Johnson
administration's foreign policy in Vietnam. In 1974, the NEA granted $5,000 to author
Erica Jong. Senator Jesse Helms wrote an angry letter to NEA chair Nancy Hanks. "It is
my understanding that the National Endowment for the Arts donated $5,000 of the
taxpayers money to a person named Erica Jong so that she could produce a reportedly
filthy, obscene book called Fear of Flying" (qtd. in Zeigler 29). Mr. Helms admitted that
he had not read the book (Zeigler 29).
But these controversies were minor compared to what happened during the Bush
administration. In 1987 Andres Serrano created a photograph of a plastic crucifix
submerged in urine and titled it "Piss Christ." Serrano had received a subgrant of
$15,000. (That is, he did not receive the grant directly from the NEA, but rather, from an
organization that had received NEA money). Jesse Helms wrote another letter of protest.
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this time to acting chair Hugh Southern. "This work is shocking, abhorrent and
completely undeserving of any recognition whatsoever." (qtd. in Zeigler 72). One
wonders if Mr. Helms, once again, did not see the work of art himself.
In the same year, Washington's Corcoran Gallery canceled a 150-piece exhibition
by photographer Robert Mapplethorpe out of fear that the exhibit would cause an uproar
on Capital Hill." It did anyway. The exhibition had been put together using a $30,000
NEA grant and 105 House members sent another letter to Southern. "If the NEA has
enough money to fund this type of project, then perhaps the NEA has too much money to
handle responsibly" (qtd. in Zeigler 75).^^ Senator Helms proposed Amendment 420
declaring that "none of the funds authorized to be appropriated may be used to promote,
disseminate or produce materials which in the judgement of the National Endowment for
the Arts may be considered obscene" (qtd. in Frohnmeyer 68). And then John
Frohnmeyer was named the chair of the NEA.
Frohnmeyer, not a Washington insider, decided to protect the NEA during its
reauthorization hearings by inserting a "loyalty oath" into all grant papers, making artists
pledge not to create obscene work. The artists were incensed. A small number of artists
and institutions refused a total of nearly half a million dollars, saying the "loyalty oath"
was unconstitutional. In 1990, Frohmneyer discontinued funding for four individuals
who had previously been awarded small individual grants. This "NEA Four" consisted of
Karen Finley, John Fleck, Holly Hughes and Tim Miller - all theatrical solo artists
performing aggressively political material. Despite the fact that the independent theatre
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panel had recommended these artists for grants, Frohnmeyer denied them funding. The
NBA Four sued, won, then lost on appeal.
The defunding "not only demonstrated the extent of conservative resistance to the
articulation of identities outside the male heterosexual mainstream, but, somewhat
paradoxically, gave national prominence and publicity to the artists under attack"
(Carlson 157-8). Ironically, the media feeding frenzy around the issue of the defunding of
the NBA Four was a tremendous boost to most of their careers and, parenthetically, a
boost to the careers of all soloists.
In 1990, an independent commission was formed to review the NEA's grantmaking procedures. The commission's report, titled A Report to Congress on the
National Endowment for the Arts, began with a general statement:
The Endowment is charged with one of the most complex and delicate
tasks that an agency of government can perform in a democracy. On the
one hand it must seek to offer a spacious sense of freedom to the artists
and the arts institutions it assists. [...] At the same time, the NEA must, if
it is to maintain public confidence in its stewardship of public funds, be
accountable to all of the American people, (qtd. in Zeigler 125)
In 1995, the Endowment discontinued grant giving to individuals. The uneasy dance
between the politicians and the individual artists was over - at least for the time being.
There are those who argue that the government should in no way be in the
business of determining what is or is not going to be palatable to the American people
and that if money cannot be given freely, it should not be given at all. Solo performance
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artist Laurie Anderson states, "If you are alone in your room making art without support,
it's one thing. But as soon as you take public money for it, as soon as you cross that
border, there is a responsibility to share it in some way" (qtd. in Zeigler 164). Others
insist that the marketplace, not the government, should determine the success or failure of
an artist's work.
When the NEA sputtered during the eighties and nineties, American corporations
stepped in to support the arts." The President's Committee to the Arts and the
Humanities estimated that corporate donations hit an all time high of $875 million in
1994 (Cobb 5). Yet increasing dependence on business dollars could curtail the
independence of artists who might be anxious to avoid biting the hand that feeds them. It
is hard to protest American life when the very manipulators or producers of American
cultural life are paying the bill. Additionally, corporate dollars tend to chase the larger,
higher profile cultural spectacles, at the exclusion of individual artists. Corporate
sponsors, anxious to sell their soft drinks and cars, are undoubtedly looking to avoid
controversy. And solo performers who lack the public relations clout of major arts
institutions and who are often considered high-risk for corporate givers are left out in the
cold. The corporate emphasis on the bottom line means taking fewer risks - and much
solo performance is highly risky. Tim Miller removes all his clothes and then sits on the
lap of an audience member. It is hard to imagine American Express - one of the largest
corporate arts sponsors - comfortably supporting Miller's work.
Progress does not necessarily help the live arts. "As has been confirmed in studies
conducted around the world, the arts suffer an inherent cost disease. In the live arts it
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takes the same time to rehearse and perform a Mozart concerto today as was the case in
his own time" (Cherbo 44). In other industries, new business practices and technologies
can streamline processes, increasing productivity and wages without increasing the price
of the goods sold. But in the live arts, these money-saving measures are not possible or
desirable. The theatre is a handcrafted product in an age of mass-production (Brockett
18). "In effect, the live arts are a nonproductive industry in which there is an income gap
between what can be reasonably charged at the box office and the rising costs of
production" (Cherbo 45). Some of that gap is filled by government and private
philanthropy. But by and large, most artists love their work and are willing to take less
income in order to do what they love. Which brings me to the commercial side of the
equation.
Ticket prices in the commercial sector are rising at an alarming rate. "Broadway
ticket prices [...] have topped inflation more consistently than movies over the years,
rising from an average of $7.43 ($33.91 in 2001 dollars) in 1970-71, the earliest season
charted by The League of American Theaters and Producers, to $58.73 in 2001-02"
(James ). Many patrons can simply not afford the ticket price to see a show on Broadway.
And if they do splurge to see a Broadway play, or a Las Vegas spectacle, they want to
make sure they are going to enjoy it. Audiences are less willing to take a chance on new
plays, controversial plays, and the avant-garde. There is greater competition for audience
dollars because of the explosive growth of the entertainment industry - which includes
other high-ticket items like sporting events, amusement parks, and live concerts.
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The NEA commissioned a study on Trends in Artists Occupations based on
census statistics in 1994. There were 39,969 people who called themselves actors or
directors in 1970. Twenty years later, 109,573 people categorized themselves as actors or
directors - a 174% increase (Galligan 176). Many more Americans now consider
themselves to be actors. Yet the Screen Actors Guild reports a decline in the number of
jobs for all these actors. Between 2000 and 2001, the decline was 9.3%, with a much
steeper decrease for women, African-Americans, older actors and Hispanics ("SAG").
Most of these actors spend long periods of time unemployed in their profession.
There are frequent rejections, intense competition for roles and unpredictable earnings.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the median annual income for an actor was
$25,920 in 2000 vs. $40,816 for all Americans in the same year. Actors Equity notes that
fewer than 15 percent of its dues-paying members actually worked during any given
week in 2000. Median earnings for those able to find employment in 2000 were less than
$10,000 (5). Consequently, many actors hold other jobs in order to earn a living. The
multiple job-holding rates for actors are approximately 25% higher than for other
occupations (Cherbo 190). If they are lucky enough to work in the theatre, the long hours,
low pay and often-unpleasant working environments can undermine the pleasure of
working in "show business."
When I interviewed solo performer Tim Miller in the summer of 2002, he echoed
the sentiments of a number of people looking at solo performance today. "Whenever we
do any kind of analysis of anything, economics is [...] probably the first thing you
should look at. [...] We have a lot of solo performance in this country partly because
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there's no funding in this country for the arts, in any real way. Artists have to be clever to
figure out how to struggle along" (Miller Interview). The uncertain nature of the actor's
life means he must find ways to employ himself. Many solo performers are frank about
this aspect of the solo form: it is cheaper to produce and gives them greater control over
their careers.
Both Jo Bonney and Holly Hughes in the introductions to their respective
anthologies acknowledge the reality of the bottom line. "I'd guess that 75 percent of that
question can be answered by looking at the economic situation of most theaters in this
country. Solos are all they can (barely) afford to produce" (Hughes, O Solo 2). Yet
regional theatres, dependent as they are on individual giving through single ticket sales
and subscriptions, are also wary of alienating audiences by presenting politically engaged
or high-risk performers. They might produce solo New Vaudevillian Avner the Eccentric
who is family friendly and politically benign (on the surface, anyway), but they might be
nervous presenting Holly Hughes' unabashedly "out" lesbian piece Clit Notes. They
might save money in the short run by presenting a solo performer, but they might lose
money in the long run if that performer alienates subscribers. So the economic rationale
for the surge in solo performance is only part of the truth.
Why, at the very moment that government spending for individual artists was cut,
did we continue to see so many artists going it alone? Was it simply job protection? An
attempt to shore up a paltry income without resorting to waiting tables? Some of the other
reasons for the popularity of the solo form for performers will begin to emerge in the next
chapter.
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In this chapter I have attempted to present some of the critical historic and
economic factors at work at the end of the twentieth century -factors that undoubtedly
set the stage for performance artists working in this time period. First, there is the
historical perspective: there was tremendous social and cultural upheaval from 1963 to
the end of the century. War, assassinations and the various empowerment movements
became iconographic moments in our collective recent history. Second, the rise of
television and other information technologies helped to create a "global village" that
equalized humankind and reduced worldwide events into entertainment. Third, the "mass
man" created by all this "infotainment" was under constant pressure to renegotiate herself
in light of the multiple roles required in a complex world. The cult of the individual grew
as Americans struggled to find an authentic self in a complex world. Fourth, the rise of
postmodernism in art gave voice to this splintered, seeking self. Finally, the economic
pressures on the artists in American theatre encouraged a skillful ability to fund oneself.

The artists I will be detailing in Chapters Three and Four found creative ways to
navigate the churning tides of American life at the end of the century. Motivated by the
times in which they lived, inspired by the mechanics of postmodernism, eager to find
themselves through theatre and financially challenged, these solo performers became an
awesome voice of dissent - one at a time.
In Chapter Three I will be detailing those artists whose work is overtly political.
Many performers use the solo form as a kind of activism and I have named them the
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Provocateurs. Some soloists - the Stand-Ups - use the sharp scalpel of humor to expose
the inequities of society. And despite the fact that they are all products of the postmodern
era, some solo performers leverage the specific techniques and tools of postmodernism in
order to comment on our over-saturated society. I have dubbed them The Postmodernists.
Chapter Four is concerned with those soloists who do not seem - at first glance to imbue their work with political content. Some take an intensely personal approach to
their work; I call them the Autobiographers. Others are interested in the full panoply of
American characters - they are the Shape-Shifters. Some solo artists, like the New
Vaudevillians, quietly comment on society in the guise of amusement. And some soloists
tell the stories of others.
I contend that all these artists are using the solo form - explicitly or implicitly - to
comment on the socio-political shape of millennial America. As patterns of political
dissent and discourse changed, and as the search for a defined self evaporated in a highlycomplex postmodern world, some theatrical artists turned to the solo form to explore their
American identity. By wedding the impact of live theatre with the intimacy of the single
voice, these artists found a new way to participate in democracy.

Notes
^ The Watts riots began with a routine arrest of a drunk driver. Clearly, the community
was a pressure cooker waiting to explode. Within six days, thirty-four people (mostly
blacks) had been killed and more than a thousand injured.
^ The West Wing is a good example of a television program that borrows heavily from
the news. A 2001 tax cut by the Bush administration was mirrored in an episode dated
4/03/02 in which the fictional President Bartlett helps his aide file taxes on-line. In
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addition, during the real 2000 presidential campaign, bumper stickers appeared declaring
"Bartlett for President" - despite the fact that Bartlett is a character in a television drama.
^ The West Wing aired a special episode on 10/3/01 where the cast of characters
discussed the roots of terrorism. TTie Third Watch aired their homage to the firefighters
and police who perished in the World Trade Center attacks on 10/29/01.
" Witness the very recent explosion of "reality TV" programs where ordinary citizens are
elevated to sudden and evanescent celebrity status.
^ Werner Erhard's est (Erhard Seminar Training and Latin for "it is") was one of the more
successful entrants in the human potential movement. The first est seminar was held in
October 1971.
^ Perhaps the first use of this phrase was in a speech made in 1956 by Nikita Khrushchev,
then First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. "The Central Committee... vigorously condemns the cult of the individual as
being alien to the spirit of Marxism-Leninism." His speech was a condemnation of
Stalin's self-glorification in light of Communist party principles. The term has come to
mean our infatuation with ourselves and the celebrities of our time who are nothing more
than individuals with good press agents.
^ These technologies include the low-tech: railroad, postal services, automobile,
telephone, radio, motion pictures and printed books as well as the high tech: airplanes,
video, computers, e-mail, satellites and faxes.
® To be fair, there has been a great deal of cross-pollination between the mainstream and
non-profit theatre sectors in the past 30 years. Often, the non-profit theatre is the
laboratory for the commercial theatre.
^ This was a savvy move as the arts were still a bit suspect and mysterious to most
lawmakers, but the humanities, with their emphasis on higher education, were easier to
support.
Which came out to 68 cents per taxpayer.
" Robert Mapplethorpe's photographs are lushly erotic and sexually explicit.
This is the same exhibit that caused such problems for Cincinnati's Contemporary Arts
Center in 1990. The CAC and director Dennis Barrie were indicted on obscenity charges.
The jurors delivered a verdict of not guilty.
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Although certainly corporate funding had begun quite a bit earlier through institutions
like the Rockefeller Foundation.

3. POLITICALLY ENGAGED SOLO PERFORMERS

Solo performers can be categorized in any number of ways. Published anthologies
including solo performers arrange artists alphabetically, chronologically or, without any
stated or discernible order.^ I recognize that most artists - leery of being labeled and
unwilling to see their work in anything but intensely singular terms - might resist this
process of classification. But by categorizing the various practitioners of the solo form
and articulating their commonalities I hope to come to some conclusions regarding the
reasons these artists chose the solo arena. Within each category, I will focus on one artist
in particular, noting his or her influences, methodology and style. Some of the categories
have several sub-categories of significance. Other categories, because they have been
written about elsewhere, will be discussed with greater alacrity.
One of the challenges in organizing these artists is the tremendous amount of
crossover in their work. For example, Anna Deavere Smith is one of the artists I have
classified as a Provocateur. That is, her work is meant to incite people to think differently
about how they relate to Americans of other races, genders or religions. But she is also a
Shape-Shifter; she creates and performs multiple characters in order to present a
panorama of Americans sharing a common event. Tim Miller's work is intensely
autobiographical but because he insists that his work is about activism, I have put him in
that category. Where an artist has stated explicitly the goal of his or her work, I have
organized them according to that stated preference. If there is no specific stated goal
(which is rare), I have tried to measure the artist's work against that of their
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contemporaries and have categorized them accordingly. I recognize, however, that this
process is fraught with subjectivity.
Despite their categories, all these artists share ingredients in their work. They
write their own material. They tell stories via the spoken word. They engage in direct
address to their audiences. They tend to be politically liberal and they tend to use humor.
And they are products of postmodernism in culture and in art.
In this chapter, I will discuss how individual artists consciously shaped their work
in order to address the socio-political forces at work at the end of the twentieth century.
These solo artists are passionate about the America they have inherited and intent on
effecting change.

The Provocateurs
It was morning in America - the Reagan years. What had ended the large political
protests of the 1960s? Was it the assassinations of beloved leaders? A divisive war? A
withering period of political chicanery ending with the resignation of a President? Was it
the murder of a Beatle? The burning of a bra? Riots in Chicago and Watts? Or was it the
slaughter of four students at an anti-war protest at a midwestem university? Was death
the price of political protest? I would offer that a group of solo performers - who had
grown up during this significant historical period - stepped in to fill the void when
Americans became disillusioned by or afraid of political action.
The phrase "the personal is political" came out of the women's movement of the
1960s. The players in the early empowerment movements discovered that one of the
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ways they could bring greater exposure to their own marginalized groups was to tell their
stories by "recasting personal history into political wisdom" (Banes 111). By relating
personal stories, the political underpinnings and common denominators of our communal
lives could be exposed.
The performance artists and soloists at the end of the twentieth century leveraged
these personal stories to uncover the hegemonic forces at work in American society. One
of the significant results of the tumultuous historical period from 1963 to 1989 was a
growing interest in politically engaged performance, "this despite the tendency in both
modernism and postmodernism to de-emphasize or even to reject such specific social or
political activity" (Carlson 144). The happenings and mass-scale protest spectacles of the
sixties became the solo voices of the nineties. The earlier manifestations of politically
engaged theatre, with crowds of participants sloganeering, chanting and singing, were
more robust and unrefined. As the discourse moved beyond the simple, obvious fact of
oppression and towards a realization of the complexities of our obdurate intolerances, the
strategy of resistance had to change as well. The politics of identity or representation
needed to be played out on a personal stage that could afford a more finely tuned critical
look at the state of our communities.
In the history of social movements, numerous oppressed persons have
found a sense of essential group identity to be a source of morale and
power. Colonized peoples, women of color. White women, people of
color, gay and lesbian people, and others with a sense of a common
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experience of oppression have all pursued what is now called 'identity
politics.' (Schlossman 46)
Politically marginalized groups found performance to be an essential tool in
expressing their anger and in staking their claims to equality. Many solo performers see
their work as a rejection of the white patriarchal establishment of commercial theatre in
America. Carlson notes that "one of the most distinctive features of performance work
[...] has been the appearance of performers and spectatorial communities dedicated to
extending gender and self-exploration to women of lower social class, homosexual men,
and women and men of color" (182). I call the artists who choose to champion these
constituencies the Provocateurs.^ They use performance as a means of political activism.
David A. Schlossman talks about the overlap of performance and activism in his
book Actors and Activists: Politics. Performance, and Exchange Among Social Worlds.
Schlossman states, "I conceive of the relationship between activism and performance as
the intersection of two constellations of social worlds, each of which has semi-permeable
boundaries" (55). He notes that there are insiders in each of these worlds initiating
activities that borrow freely from the activities of the other world. Activists use theatre
and actors use activism to focus on and question the prevailing ideologies that oppress or
marginalize groups. The boundaries between activism and performance blur together in
the guise of someone like Tim Miller who sees himself as both an AIDS activist and as a
professional performer. Miller, then, is an insider in both worlds.
Miller sees his performances as a "cattle prod to encourage people" towards
transformation (Body Blows xvi). Guillermo Gomez-Pena believes that "artists and
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cultural organizations can perform a crucial role in the healing of our communities in
despair" (Gomez-Pena, Dangerous 162). Hence, a critical component of politically
engaged theatre is the audience. Borrowing freely from the work of Brecht and Boal, the
Provocateurs shock, provoke, push, cajole, energize and use any number of devices at
their disposal to move their audiences out of a tacit acceptance of the status quo and
towards a reimagining of the American dream. "At the very least, these artists reclaim
the once long-standing alliance between performers and spectators as members of a
community who, in the enactment of communal ritual, enable the power of individuals to
gather and perform the necessary constitutive rehearsal of identity" (Miller, "Preaching"
188). As we shall see, the notion of rehearsing identity is a substantial element in all solo
performance - whether the work is overtly political or not.
The appropriation of terms like "nigger" and "queer" by the very groups those
words are meant to denigrate, empowers the oppressed and deconstructs the assault on
their identity. "What better way to get under the skin of one's enemy than to take on their
voice?" (Russell vii). Words are the currency of society and they are magical in their
ability to create or destroy. Anna Deavere Smith questions, "What is the relationship of
language to identity? What does language, the way we render language, tell us about who
we are? What does it tell us on an individual level? What does it tell us on a societal
level?" (Talk 49). Smith has made language the centerpiece of her work, but all the artists
in this section use language with a fierceness and specificity that is meant to sharpen the
debate regarding latent methods of oppression.

The politics of race, gender and sexual identity are the new battlefields for solo
performers. "Since the resurgence of American feminism in the 1960s, feminist theatre
makers and critics have worked to expose the gender-specific nature of theatrical
representation, and to radically modify its terms" (Dolan, Feminist 1). Because the early
Provocateurs were feminists, in this next section I will discuss the work of Eve Ensler
and other women who use solo performance to ignite a dialogue about gender in
American society.
In The Feminist Spectator as Critic. Jill Dolan discusses the three different kinds
of feminisms at the end of the twentieth century in America: liberal, cultural and
materialist. Each takes a different approach to critiquing the notion of male supremacy.
"Liberal feminism [...] suggests that working within existing social and political
organizations will eventually secure women social, political, and economic parity with
men"(3). Jane Wagner, in The Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe.
chronicles the personal histories of a group of early, liberal feminists.^ One of them, Lyn,
moves from a consciousness raising group to therapy to motherhood to corporate world
to divorce - all the while discussing the equality just beyond her grasp. "If I'd known this
is what it would be like to have it all, I might have been willing to settle for less" (184).
Wagner is demonstrating the trap of liberal feminism: women, trying to do everything
that men were allowed to do, just added to their list of responsibilities. They get to go to
the boardroom, but all their previous chores are still waiting for them when they return
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"Cultural feminism proposes instead a fundamental change in the nature of
universality by suggesting that female gender values take the place of the generic male. It
seeks to reverse the gender hierarchy by theorizing female values as superior to male
values" (Dolan, Feminist 6). Performance artist Rachel Rosenthal's overriding interest is
ecology but she composes her pieces about the beleaguered planet in gendered terms. In
Gaia. Mon Amour, the planet is female - Gaia - and is in battle with the brutal,
unthinking male of the species:
The Chthonic Mothers under the red and black banners. The sons, armed
with their brand new, sharpened egos, under the sky-blue flags. The
Mothers shoot first. They have their dragon flame-throwers. [...] The men
are outnumbered. They'll be torn apart. But wait - the men are rallying.
They advance in geometric progression. They hack the Hydras' heads to
pieces as they shout theorems and subjunctive verbs. (21).
In the gender war for supremacy over the planet, at least in Rosenthal's Gaia. Mon
Amour, the female will triumph over the male. Rosenthal, a cultural feminist, would shift
the emphasis away from the male paradigm to the female.
"Materialist feminism deconstructs the mythic subject Women to look at women
as a class oppressed by material conditions and social relations. [...] Materialist
feminism considers [gender polarization] a social construct oppressive to both women
and men" (Dolan, Feminist 10). Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues is an example of
materialist feminism. The piece takes a large view of the ways in which all of humanity is
imprisoned in ghettoes of class. Ensler created The Vagina Monologues in 1998 after

interviewing more than 200 women about their relationship to their own bodies. Many of
the women she interviewed revealed physical and sexual abuse. She conceived of the
play as a form of activism, a way to begin a dialogue about violence against women.
Materialist feminists argue that gender is a construct that supports the structure of
the dominant culture. In America, the dominant culture is white male. Ensler's play
examines this construct from the perspective of individual women and their genitals. In
The Vagina Monologues a pre-feminist era woman has never seen or touched her own
vagina: "Who needs it, anyway? Right? Highly overrated. I've done other things. I love
the dog shows. I sell antiques"(29). Another woman finally comes to appreciate herself
only after a male lover venerates her vagina: "Vaginas are beautiful. Our self-hatred is
only the internalized repression and hatred of the patriarchal culture. It isn't real. Pussys
unite" (53). Ensler's point of view is that if women were to come to their full sexual
power, if "pussys" were to unite, the white male hegemonic structure might topple,
granting all people the freedom to explore their genders without the constraints of
society.
In some societies, part of the enculturation process involves genital mutilation, a
practice that has been inflicted on eighty to one hundred million girls and young women.
Elsewhere, rape is a systematic tactic of war. "My vagina's angry. It is. It's pissed off.
My vagina's furious and it needs to talk. It needs to talk about all this shit. It needs to talk
to you" (69). Ensler see her piece as a call to action:
I am reminded how isolated women are, and how oppressed they often
become in their isolation. How few people they have ever told of their

suffering and confusion. How much shame there is surrounding all this.
How crucial it is for women to tell their stories, to share them with other
people, how our survival as women depends on this dialogue. (98)
I find it very interesting that Ensler uses the monologue form to jump-start a dialogue.
Provocateurs seek to spark discussion and then action from their audiences. Artists in
other categories echo this sentiment and I will consider this monologue-as-dialogue
paradigm in greater detail in my conclusion.
Ensler originally performed all of the monologues herself, symbolizing that
within one woman is the shared genetic blueprint of all women. But The Vagina
Monologues has evolved into a full-fledged form of activism. Feminist groups sponsor
"V-Day" celebrations all over the world with professionals and amateurs performing the
monologues. All the productions raise money for local groups working to stop violence
against women. Ensler's The Vagina Monologues is a robust example of how far one
Provocateur can go.
Women are not the only performers attempting to reveal how society constructs
gender. Marc Wolf's Another American: Asking and Telling is concerned with the
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" law in the military. The text is based on transcripts of
interviews Wolf conducted over several years and the monologues are created from the
interviewees' own words. '"Don't Ask, Don't Tell' is an attempt to legally enforce

silence. But the theatre is all about asking and telling" (Eustis 39). By writing this play.
Wolf has given those silenced men and women in the military a voice.
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Wolf's script captures the divisive struggle on all sides of the issue. On the one
side are the gay men and women who love the military and want to be allowed to serve
their country. On the other side are the heterosexual men and women - both in and out of
the military - who range from barely tolerant to downright homophobic. And in between
are dozens of Americans grappling with the issue of gender expectations. One young
marine enlisted because it was what the men in his family did:
I come from a family of marines, my father was a marine, and his father,
and his father uh back seven generations. [...] My father would let me
stay with him, up until the - up until he found out that I was infected with
HIV. [...] He tells my sister, 'I'd I'd speak to him again if he -if he'd just
do the one thing I ask him,' which was to change my name, because I'm
Junior - Edward Patrick Clayton Junior. (586)
A retired army colonel discusses the male-macho requirement for a soldier:
And the most important thing in combat is uhh the spirit of man, and if
you fuck with his spirit in any way, you destroy him. Don't tamper with
that spirit. And don't tamper with that w..warrior ethic, which the two
come together, 'I'm a warrior I can do a hundred fifty, five hundred
pushups and so on.' And I think that trying to force feed gays into combat
units, would would disrupt that spirit, and it could put the nation in
jeopardy. (598)
Wolf set out to explore the sensitive issue of gays in the military but his play surpasses
those initial goals. He has amassed a symphony of voices talking about what it means to

be a man in society and how men juggle the often-conflicting roles of son, warrior, lover,
breadwinner, and father.
Provocateurs explore another potentially unhealthy construction of society: race.
In the introduction to Fires in the Mirror Anna Deavere Smith writes, "In America,
identity is always being negotiated. [...] There is an inevitable tension in America. It is
the tension of identity in motion, the tension of identity which is in contest with an old
idea [...] developed [...] by men, by White men" (xxxiii). That old idea - that people
with skin colors other than white are somehow less significant - has been tested
historically again and again. In her ongoing series of solo plays, On the Road: A Search
for American Character. Smith depicts Americans caught in moments of heated racial
intensity. Fires in the Mirror: Crown Heights. Brooklyn and Other Identities is concerned
with the 1991 Crown Heights crisis, when a New York neighborhood exploded into racial
violence after a rabbi's car struck and killed a young black chUd. Twilight: Los Angeles.
1992 examines the American character of Los Angeles after the beating of an Afi-icanAmerican man by a group of white policemen. In both plays, Smith depicts Americans of
different cultures and social classes caught up in tragic events that serve as a touchstone
for American values at a specific moment in time.
"I see the work as a call, I played Twilight in Los Angeles as a call to the
community. I wanted to be part of their examination of the problems. [...] We are at a
stage at which we must first break the silence about race and encourage many more
people to participate in the dialogue" (Smith, Twilight xxiv). Here again is the notion of
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dialogue coming out of a monologue. And here is another example of an artist
consciously employing theatrical tactics to heal or warn or rouse a community to action.
Smith's method for creating her pieces is as significant as her content. Smith says
she travels in pursuit of language (Talk 80). Armed with a tape recorder, she interviews
both the famous and the ordinary - the heard and the unheard - people who have
participated in or witnessed a significant community event. "Meeting people face-to-face
made it possible for Smith to move like them, sound like them, and allow what they were
to enter her own body. This is a dangerous process, a form of shamanism" (Schechner,
"Anna" 64). Eschewing the Stanislavski method of incorporating the Self into the
Character, Smith works, instead, by using a process of deep mimesis:
The traditional acting technique wants to know who I am in the character.
Perhaps it's based on a very humanitarian assumption that we are all the
same underneath. I don't believe that. I'm interested in difference. I want
to know who the character is, not who I am. [...] I think it's about finding
that moment when syntax changes, when grammar breaks down. Those
are the moments I should study if I want to know who a person is. (Smith,
TalL53)
What is so very elegant (and postmodern) about Smith's work is her refusal to provide
pat answers to these resonant problems in American life. She does not take sides. She
does not cast blame or draw conclusions. She presents both sides of the coin. In Twilight.
Smith manifests the Koreans whose livelihoods were destroyed by the riots, as well as
those who looted the stores. She portrays the powerful and she portrays the powerless.
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Academics, housewives, activists and rioters are all presented evenhandedly in
scrupulous detail. Smith was asked if, during her interviews, she had found one voice that
could provide perspective for the entire event. She writes, "There is little in culture or
education that encourages the development of a unifying voice. In order to have real
unity, all voices would have to first be heard" (Twilight xxv). Smith's plays attempt to
listen to and then broadcast these voices. The resistance on the part of the artist to provide
one truth, or closure, is very postmodern. In the cacophony of Smith's voices lies one
truth about race relations in America at the end of the twentieth century: there will be no
simple solutions.
Homi Bhabha is one of the scholars that Smith interviewed for Twilight. He talks
about twilight time as being a "moment of ambivalence and ambiguity." He goes on to
comment about the LA riots and says:
When we look at it in twilight
We learn that the hard outlines of what we see in
daylight
That make it easy for us to order
daylight
disappear.
So we begin to see its boundaries in a much more faded
way.
That fuzziness of twilight
allows us to see the intersections
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of the event with a number of other things that daylight
obscures for
us.
We have to interpret more in
twilight. (232-3)
The key word here - "interpret" - signifies the absence of total truths and clear answers
in this struggle. By selecting this quote from Bhaba, Smith is acknowledging the
difficulty in using events like the L.A. riots to create templates for change. There are too
many participants and perspectives. It is, ironically, never as simple as black vs. white.
The notion of an unclear and undefined boundary with no absolute answers is at
the heart of Guillermo Gomez-Pena's work. Gomez-Pena sees himself as an arts migrant,
or "border-crosser," seeking to navigate the labyrinth of identity on the border between
the U.S. and Mexico.
Nomadism and migration have become central experiences of the
millennial post-modernity. As our (cultural) continents collide and overlap
in the rapid process of 'globalization,' the ongoing migration [...]
redefines not only geographical borders, but also language, [...] identity
(national and personal), activism, art and popular culture, [...]! have
sailed the troubled waters created by this strange 'continental drift' in the

hope that we may someday find a coastline. (Gomez-Pena, Dangerous 11)

He envisions a future of hybrid races where the official language is 'Spanglish' and
where crossing the border is no longer the original sin. And he sees himself as an integral
part of this drive to the future - a shamanistic truth-teller bearing a laptop and passport.
Unlike Smith, who despite her non-Stanislavskian technique still maintains a sort
of fourth-wall barrier between audience and performer, Gomez-Pena talks directly to his
audience. He addresses them as "Dear Audience" and regularly employs asides that
comment on his text. Given the dense, language-intensive nature of Gomez-Peiia's work,
I doubt these asides are improvised. His solo performances take on the quality of a writer
who is creating a linguistic commentary in front of an audience. From time to time, he
even "deletes" sections of his pieces.
At a recent performance in Tucson, Arizona I was struck by the magnetic force of
Gomez-Peiia's personality. He was greeted by whoops and screams normally reserved for
rock stars and at the end of his performance the audience demanded an encore. It was a
decidedly mixed audience - equal parts male and female, equal parts Chicana/o and
Anglo. Gomez-Pena alternates between speaking English, Spanish and French. Refusing
to be bound by language, Gomez-Pena uses form as well as content to underscore his
mission of transcending borders. Using a confident, rhythmic delivery he drums his
message about "otherness" into the hearts of his spectators. He is truly charismatic.
Gomez-Pena does not always work as a soloist and is downright wary of the
autobiographical nature of solo performance. "I only write and make art about myself
when I am completely sure that the biographical paradigm intersects with larger social
and cultural issues" (Gomez-Pena, Dangerous 7). He regularly collaborates with other
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border artists on high-impact performances and installations "dealing with the
commodification and exoticization of ethnicity by the tourist and pop culture industries"
(Gomez-Pena, Dangerous 101)." He calls performance a strange religion and questions
what it means to transgress and be radical in a culture that embraces Jerry Springer
(Gomez-Pena, Solo). "How can nonspecialized audiences differentiate between the
perceived transgressions of a performance artist and the transgressions of the MTV
program 'Jackass?"'(Broadman E5).
Hence, Gomez-Pena returns to the low-tech solo form. Sometimes the quietest
voice in a crowd is the one to whom everyone listens. By turning his back on high
production values and packaged images, Gomez-Pena is able to whisper
straightforwardly in his performance poetry.
by the way, are you scared of me?
of my accent, my strange intelligence,
my obnoxious capability to articulate your fears?
an articulate Mexican can be scarier than a gang member
que no? (Gomez-Pena, Dangerous 61)
Like many performance artists, Gomez-Pena's work crosses borders of categorization. He
is a poet - intensely fascinated by the possibilities of language. He is a comic - bending
Mexican stereotypes in hilarious directions in order to expose our hidden biases. And he
is a Provocateur in that he seeks to create change through his resistant presence on stage.
Many solo performers explore racial otherness in their work. Margaret Cho
explodes stereotypes about Asian-Americans while Jackie Mason embraces stereotypes

about being Jewish. Robbie McCauIey considers what it means to be a black woman
living in racist America. All of these artists engage in border art, which Schechner
defines as "works that seek to blur, challenge, or ironically emphasize distinctions
between national and/or cultural identities, calling attention to the arbitrary and socially
constructed nature of the nation and national cultures" (Performance 257). These
particular kinds of Provocateurs explore the politics of race, forcing us to confront our
own unjustified fears and prejudices.
The final group of Provocateurs I wish to examine are those who have an interest
in the politics of sexual identity. While Marc Wolf explores sexual identity in Another
American, his is a focused lens. But what about the broader canvas? What is it to be a gay
man or woman outside of the military, living in and among the rest of society?
Up until very recently, homosexuality was rarely seen on television or in film.
The near-invisibility of homosexuality meant it was imperative for artists such as Tim
Miller to use their very visible art as a tactic in the battle for recognition, acceptance and
equality. In his 1994 review of Tim Miller's Naked Breath. Ben Brantley opines, "Tim
Miller [...] remains a defiant, sunny cheerleader for sexual experimentation as a means
of exploring and confirming gay identity" (16). To confirm one's identity - to shout out a
Whitmanesque "Here is my Self - is Miller's modus operandi. His mission is to get all
the other sexual minoritarians (Tony Kushner's phrase) to do the same. Tim Miller is an
exclamation point in a world of periods.
For Miller, the personal is truly political. He weaves his political agenda of queer
activism with personal stories that underscore the victories won and lost in the gay rights
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movement. In the foreword to Miller's Body Blows. Tony Kushner writes, "Tim Miller's
many functions are aspects of one absolutely necessary function: artist/articulator of the
two inescapable truths of revolution, of liberation: be brave enough to move forward, and
know where you've come from" (x). By charting his own queer journey, Miller is
providing a roadmap for others. His seemingly simple (and wildly funny) stories work
metaphorically on his audiences to remind us all how very hard it is to make one's way in
a world as normative as ours. "Through analysis of a personal story, Miller exposes the
politics that underpin an apparently apolitical moment and articulates a history of gay
survival tactics" (Schlossman 238). In Mv Queer Body. Miller recounts the moment of
his conception:
I am swimming upstream. As I would swim upstream throughout this life.
One queer little spermlet. [...] Fighting the odds. A hideous sperm that
looks like Jesse Helms tries to catch me in a net. I elude him! There's a
bunch of generals from the Joint Chiefs of Staff who want to kick me out
of this fallopian tube. I elude them, as well. Then a bunch of hulking
macho slimebag straight-pig sperm shove and try to elbow me out of the
way. Call me 'Sissy! Pansy! Fag!' Clearly this is homophobia. My very
first experience. (Body 87)
Miller-as-sperm finds a willing dyke ovum and fertilizes her. He is bom, he comes out,
he survives, and through the performance of his stories and his exhortation to activism, he
thrives and becomes the gay gadfly.

Miller is very clear about when his identity as artist-activist was hatched. "By the
time I turned thirty I did feel profoundly stretched. Stretched by the horrifying loss from
AIDS of hundreds of people I had known. Stretched by the piling-up despair brought on
by almost a decade of Reagan/Bush horrors. [...] Stretched to imagine that one of art's
chief functions is to foster change" (Miller, Body 35). Miller's activism came out of his
need to make sense of the mounting tragedies of what Kushner terms the "plague called
Reaganism" (xi). In the questionnaire that precedes his section in Mark Russell's Out of
Character, under the "Honors/Grants" heading, Miller records, "American Choreographer
Award, numerous NEA grants, and an arrest record with Act Up" (260). Clearly, Miller's
activism is a source of pride for himself and for his audiences. Schlossman talks about the
codes and cues embedded in the text that requires some familiarity with the language of
activism on the part of the audience. "In My Queer Bodv. for instance, he fancifully
imagines himself as a newborn body slipping into 'my Action=Life Huggies [and
slithering] into my We're-Here-We're-Queer-Get-Used-To-It jumper" (215). An
audience unfamiliar with these slogans might be left out of the fun. An audience familiar
with them would have the double pleasure of knowing the reference and gaining status as
an insider.
Tim Miller's uUimate act of self-exposure is his consistent use of his own nude
body in performance. "The minute I take my clothes off in these performances — and I do
in all of them except Stretch Marks - the whole theater changes. The spectators shift in
their seats, stop breathing, become aware of their sweat making their underwear stick to
their legs" (Miller, Body xxi). In the Russell questionnaire he states, "My skin and sweat
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are my favorite costume" (260). In My Queer Body he wanders naked through the
audience and gently sits on someone's lap. He begins 1987's Some Golden States with a
"private earthquake" that shakes off all his clothes and then he paperclips a fig leaf to his
penis. His intense interest in his own nakedness may stem from those early performance
art days when the body was the canvas, but he has come to see it as "an avenue for
exploring the most vulnerable, human, humorous and facked-up parts of myself (Body
xxi). Other queer performance artists, like Karen Finely and Susan Miller, also use their
bodies to expose the secret, sacred self. And as they reveal their innermost vulnerabilities
they empower the audience to do the same.
But for Miller, it is not enough to engage an audience so they think differently. He
wants people to act differently as well. And he has cultivated a preacherly style to do so.
For several years he has co-conducted services at a progressive Episcopal Church in Los
Angeles. When I interviewed Miller I asked him about this work with Episcopal priest
Malcolm Boyd.^ His reply - typical of Miller - begins with activism:
Robbie McCauley -1think she's such a genius - she once said that no
positive social change has ever happened in America without the
participation and opposition of clergy. So if you're going to explore
[diversity discourse] inevitably, religion and spirit life is a huge part of
culture. You can't talk about diverse cultures and not talk about religion.

America is an extremely and complexly religious country in both positive
and negative ways. (Miller Interview)
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Miller learned personally how religion can work negatively in America. In 1990 he was
labeled as one of the NEA Four and funding for his work was denied as a result of
pressure from the ultra-conservative religious right. Through his collaborations with
Boyd, Miller has learned how to leverage the homiletic tradition to confront and persuade
his audiences:
It was a chance and a way to share [the] cultural roots of theatre, religious
ritual and Western culture - both spaces are theatre spaces - they both
have a stage. [...] Ministers and solo performers share similar challenges;
they're using parable, metaphor, themes. You've got to stand up in front
of community one way or the other. It was interesting. Of course it's a
very hip, feminist kind of seminary. It's not Bob Jones. (Miller,
Interview)
Miller's homiletic or pedagogical approach is right in line with his goal of socio-political
parity. With his current piece, Glory Box, he is working to draw attention to the issue of
lesbian and bi-national couples' relationship rights. His performances are springboards
for opportunities to create a dialogue with Congress. There are petitions in the lobby of
every performance, to-do lists in the programs for enlightened citizens and press
interviews that are less about Glory Box and more about bringing light to an issue that
affects him personally.®
Probably about 15 times on the road, the audience who had seen the show
had gotten on the phone and within a week or 10 days of the show closing
in Atlanta or Phoenix or Boston one or two new congresspeople become
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sponsors of the bill, literally. [...] That gives me a kind of hope [that] the
ripple effects out from my rhetorical strategies do change something, but
obviously I was naive to think [...] that America could stop being so
hard-hearted towards its gay citizens. (Miller, Interview)
Like many of the Provocateurs detailed in this section, Tim Miller alternates between
hope and disheartenment. The act of performance - actually doing something to improve
the world - emboldens the performer to keep going. In My Queer Body. Miller entices
the audience with a glimpse into his imagined future:
It is the inaugural gala for the first black lesbian president of the U.S. She
has appointed me performance art laureate of the nation. As you might
imagine, I have accepted. But she has given me a very serious challenge.
She has commissioned me to create a symphonic homoerotic performance
art cantata that will exorcise homophobia and bigotry from our land.
(Bod)^112)
Tim Miller's loving future could be embraced by any of the Provocateurs I have detailed
in this section. When there are no more borders to cross, when there are no more victims
of oppression, then these solo performers can rest.

The Stand-Ups

Tim Miller told me, "Solo performance - what I do - is extremely American and
rooted in the Chautauqua movement. Stand-up totally comes out of those Mark Twain
lectures, which were basically stand-up comedy. You read the texts of them and they're

just hysterical" (Miller Interview). Stand-up comics are solo performers: they tell stories
- usually autobiographical stories - and they talk directly to the audience. Stand-ups are
distinct from other solo performers in subtle ways. The texts of their work are rarely
published. They generally perform for a short period of time.^ The venues in which they
perform are often not theatres but nightclubs, and, indeed, most audiences experience
stand-up comics on television.^ And yet, many stand-up comics follow a similar
trajectory as theatrical solo performers. They employ a spoken text to comment on life in
postmodern America.
In the April 2002 issue of American Theatre. Chelsea Peretti, an aspiring stand-up
comic, wrote an article entitled "Who Says Stand-Up Comedy Isn't Theatre?" Peretti's
contention is that there is no critical vocabulary for discussing stand-up comedy despite a
long history of comic traditions. While the development of this critical vocabulary would
necessarily be the focus of another thesis, by exploring some of the elements of stand-up
comedy I will defend my decision to include stand-up comics in my analysis of theatrical
solo performance.®
In the early part of the twentieth century, vaudeville created the first market for
comics like Bob Hope, Jack Benny and Fanny Brice.^" As the century progressed, the
American love affair with comedians grew. In major cities like New York one could go
to a nightclub and see Woody Allen perform while the rest of the country had to be
content with four funny minutes of Bob Newhart on The Ed Sullivan Show. The rise of
cable television in the 1980s changed everything. Television executives turned to comics
to fill the insatiable need for more programming. Stand-ups had their own television

specials, a cable network devoted entirely to comedy and, eventually, their own sit-coms.
Stand-up comedians like Chris Rock and Dennis Miller borrowed ingredients from the
news media to create weekly cable programs comprised of "rants" on American politics.
Americans now have much greater access to stand-up comedy than at any other time in
history.
Because of its vaudeville and minstrelsy roots and because so many Americans
access comedians through television, stand-up comedy is considered mainstream
entertainment. Yet the distinction between actor and stand-up and performance artist
remains murky. Bobcat Goldthwait quipped, "Last night there was a lull in my act, and I
said, 'Jesus, one more lull and I'm going to be a performance artist' " (qtd. in Auslander
127). Auslander avers that the distinction between stand-up comic, performance artist and
entertainer is a question of how the performer sees herself, how the audience labels the
performer and the venue itself (127). Sandra Bemhard in an HBO television special is a
comic while Sandra Bernhard in an off-Broadway venue is a performance artist.
Lenny Bruce is the father of modern stand-up comedy. Jerry Seinfeld observes,
"Today's style started with Lenny Bruce. It was Lenny talking about his life. He had a
routine about his wife wanting to have a kid, and he'd say, 'Why bring strangers into the
house?"' (qtd. in Stengel 75). Many comedians consider him their greatest influence.
George Carlin said, "Lenny Bruce opened all the doors, or kicked them down" (Collins
431). Margaret Cho states, "Lenny Bruce gave me permission to do what I do" (Collins
431). Seinfeld cautions that it is not the political Lenny Bruce who influenced today's
comics but I would argue that without the political Lenny Bruce, many of today's stand-

ups, performance artists and storytellers would not be working today. Lenny Bruce
liberated words. All solo performers - perhaps all Americans - owe a debt of gratitude to
Bruce who bitterly defended his First Amendment right to freedom of speech.
Lenny Bruce was arrested at least eight times and stood trial six times on
obscenity charges. He used vulgar language, ridiculed religious icons, and even made fun
of the dead President Kennedy's wife. Yet "however coarse his performances, however
brazen his actions in court, and however bizarre his life, the fact remains that his speech
was allowable as a matter of law" (Collins 404). When the anests occurred with greater
frequency, the main subject of Bruce's comedy became his fight for free speech. He was
proactive about shedding light on his struggles to maintain his constitutional right to
speak freely. One of Bruce's routines was based on his 1962 obscenity trial. He had been
warned by the judge not to use a particular word again in an upcoming concert. At that
concert, Bruce talked about his legal troubles but instead of using the offensive word, he
substituted "blah-blah-blah."
The cop said, 'Your honor, he said blah-blah-blah'. The judge: 'He said
blah-blah-blahV Then the cop really yanked it up. 'That's right. I didn't
believe it. There's a guy up on the stage in front of women in a mixed
audience saying blah-blah-blah.' The judge: 'This I never heard, blahblah-blah.' The DA: Look at him. He's smug. I'm not surprised that he
said blah-blah-blah. He'll probably say blah-blah-blah again, he hasn't
learned his lesson.' And then I dig something. They sort of liked saying
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blah-blah-blah. They were yelling it in the courtroom. 'Goddamn, it's
good to say blah-blah-blah.' (Bruce, How 105)
Lenny Bruce fought to "liberate words...about anything. Don't hold back, don't
sugarcoat and don't be hypocritical. Speak life as it is. That was the reason and risk of his
humor" (Collins 430). Tim Miller talking about his first blow job would not be possible
without Lenny Bruce. Margaret Cho talking about her period would not be possible
without Lenny Bruce. Eric Bogosian, Holly Hughes, John Leguizamo, George Carlin and
an army of others can speak frankly and freely because Lenny Bruce did it first.
They are all direct descendents of Lenny Bruce, who understood that activism, theatre
and comedy were a potent combination.
Dario Fo said that comics "always deal with the same problem—hunger, be it
hunger for food, for sex, or even for dignity, for identity, for power" (qtd. in Peretti 20).
Fo's contention - that the absence of something longed-for is at the heart of comedy applies whether the comic is performing in a nightclub or in a theatre. Richard Lewis
talks about his unmet need for a meaningful sexual relationship. Margaret Cho talks
about starving herself in order to placate the studio heads who insist her Asian face is too
fat for television. Spalding Gray looks for a Perfect Moment in Swimming to Cambodia.
Claudia Shear looks for a perfect job in Blown Sideways Through Life. The audience - a
critical component of the stand-up comic's act — substitutes their own hunger and a
cathartic match is made. "What you're doing is, you're legitimizing the audience's
subjective experience as universal," says Seinfeld (qtd. in Stengel 76). Perhaps the most
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cogent example of this symbiotic relationship between performer and audience is the
comedy of African-American stand-ups.
In "The House That Black Built," Norma Schulman writes:
African-American stand-up routines [...] assert, emphasize and embellish
upon contracts between blacks and whites in what can be called a comedy
of political incorrectness. [...] They push the simplistic, binary
distinctions that lie behind racial prejudice to the point of absurdity,
generating a comic catharsis that eases some of the stress of existing in a
predominantly white society. (108)
Schulman says these artists employ "minor discourse," which is a system of blatantly
stylized communication by an oppressed group to solidify its own unique identity (108).
By parodying the absurd "logic" of the hegemonic status quo, these African-American
stand-ups are making a cultural commentary that is bound to empower their audiences.
Exaggeration and hyperbole are used to mask or soften the impact of these jokes as
serious commentary. Comedian Adele Gibbons quips, "We didn't have black people on
TV a long time ago. You didn't see little black kids on Romper Room. [...] But times
have changed. We have shows with black people - America's Most Wanted" (qtd. in
Schulman).
Richard Pryor was arguably the most influential African-American comic at the

end of the twentieth century. In his concert film Richard Pryor: Live on the Sunset Strip.
Pryor riffs in excruciatingly hilarious details about his crack-cocaine addiction and the
fire that almost cremated him alive. He is undeniably funny but there is palpable anger

simmering under the surface. "Stand ups have a quarrel with the universe, a chip on their
shoulder that they turn into comedy" (Stengel 75). It is this anger about occupying the
"basement of the American dream" that black comics leverage in their performances
(Schulman 112)." When he accepted the Kennedy Center's Mark Twain award for
American humorists, Pryor wrote, "I feel great about accepting this prize. It is nice to be
regarded on par with a great white man — now that's funny! Seriously, though, two
things people throughout history have had in common are hatred and humor. I am proud
that, like Mark Twain, I have been able to use humor to lessen people's hatred"
("Richard"). While he and other stand-ups may not have eradicated hatred from
America, they have gone a long way towards diffusing the hostilities that build up
between the races.

The Postmodernists
While all the solo artists in this discussion are bom of a postmodern world, some
of them are more interested than others in the actual devices of postmodernism. Artists
like Laurie Anderson play in a multi-media, multi-disciplinary arena, eschewing grand
narrative but employing spoken text. Part autobiography, part fantasy, part vaudeville,
and part stand-up, these artists delight in utilizing the tools of postmodernism. I have
dubbed them The Postmodernists. And they belong in this chapter detailing solo artists
who explore political themes because these artists catalogue the myriad ways in which
Americans are overloaded by materialism, consumerism, and capitalism.
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Laurie Anderson is probably the best-known Postmodernist. In fact, Laurie
Anderson may be the best-known performance artist in America. She has said that she
counts among her influences performance artist Vito Acconci, director Robert Wilson
and writer William S. Burroughs. In his work, Acconci emphasizes the body, while
Wilson emphasizes spectacle and Burroughs emphasizes language. In Performance: a
Critical Introduction. Marvin Carlson writes about the two strains of performance art that
meld into one Laurie Anderson. Specifically addressing her seminal work United States
he writes, "It was a key work in bringing together the two hitherto quite disparate
approaches to performance represented by individuals stressing the body and the mixed
media 'theatre of images'" (115). In United States. Anderson plays a percussion solo on
her own amplified head (stressing the body) while images of New York City skyscrapers
looking like something out of a science fiction film fill a giant screen behind her (mixed
media theatre of images).
But what interests Anderson most of all is language. "I have never thought of
myself as a writer. I think of myself as a speaker" (qtd. in Bonney 82). Since the 1970s,
Anderson has played with the sound of language: manipulating words and sentences to
reflect the ambiguities and inconsistencies she sees in society. Sally Banes wrote in a
1983 review of United States. "It is the semiotic gap that lies at the root of many of
Anderson's story/songs - the multiple ways our verbal language, gesture codes and other
sign systems either misfire or are misunderstood, so communication jams" (160). In
United States. Anderson quotes Burroughs, "Language is a virus from outer space"
(n.pag.). Spoken language is meaningful for Anderson (and other solo performers)

because words can alienate, divide and fail us as easily as they can build connections and
teach unity.
The effect of much of Anderson's work is akin to channel surfing on television.
Songs, monologues and images "are juxtaposed in a succession of changing combinations
and permutations, with no overt narrative direction" (Auslander 60). The television
analogy goes one step further as the seven-hour United States is a collection of short
pieces, some of which Anderson had previously performed. The effect is of spending a
. day watching TV - some programs are reruns, some are first-runs, some are commercials
and some are bits and pieces of programs seen only briefly as the viewer surfs through.
Anderson even parodies television overtly. In United States she describes how writers
were invited to read their columns on TV during a newspaper strike. The writers were not
television personalities and kept using erudite language, "so the producers kept saying:
OK! Buzz words only! Two syllables: tops!" (n.pag.) Those buzzwords - appearing on
the giant screen behind her - include "update", "upshot", "flashback", "feedback", and
"talk show." This rapid-fire juxtaposition of songs, monologues and images reflect the
postmodern penchant for pastiche as well as blurring the boundaries between news and
entertainment. Her story gently criticizes how television (and its executives) is complicit
in the "dumbing down" of Americans. In the next chapter, we will see that the ShapeShifters also employ a strategy that duplicates the rhythm of television.

United States begins and ends with the same question: "Hello. Excuse me. Can
you tell me where I am?" Despite the seven-hour journey, the spectator and the soloist are
still adrift, still lost in the American landscape.
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"Hey! Pal! How do I get to town from here?"
And he said, "Well, just take a right
where they're gonna build that new
shopping mall,
go straight past where they're gonna put in the freeway,
take a left at what's gonna be the new sports center,
and keep going until you hit the place
where they're thinking of
building that drive-in bank.
You can't miss it."
Coo coo coo. Golden cities. Golden towns.
Golden cities. Golden towns, (n.pag.)
America's construction boom - another by-product of our material success - threatens to
obliterate America's communities.
At the heart of United States, and much of Anderson's work, is her interest in
technology. Anderson combines music, film, slides, gesture and language to explore and
exploit the techno-jungle of contemporary society:
And anyway technology doesn't necessarily alienate people. Sometimes
technology makes it possible to be intimate. For example, a lot of people

have their first love affair on the phone. You know, it's very sexy, you can
whisper right into his ear and he doesn't have to see your face and if you
say something stupid you can hang up right away. (qtd. in Russell 4)
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But like many aspects of postmodern America there is a dichotomous relationship to
technology. Technology may improve intimacy but she is leery of the military-industrial
complex's reliance on technology for the purpose of war:
So hold me Mom, in your loving arms,
your petrochemical arms
your military arms,
in your electronic arms. (United States n.pag.)
This ambivalence towards technology is ironic given Anderson's obvious joy in playing
with technological toys. The stage is littered with expensive, state-of-the-art gadgetry some of which were created especially for Anderson. In Out of Character: Rants Raves
and Monologues from Today's Top Performance Artists, she lists her digital audio gloves
as her favorite prop and says her current reading list includes the Edmund Scientific
Catalog and computer manuals (Russell 3). Anderson embraces technology at the same
time that she recognizes it to be another part of the bourgeois morass that engulfs us. She
shares with Marshall McLuhan a passionate fascination with technology. And she
understands, as Daniel Boorstin does, that the enormous weight of technology must be
examined. "Because postmodern political art must position itself within postmodern
culture, it must use the same representational means as all other cultural expression yet
remain permanently suspicious of them" (Auslander 23). It is this suspicious examination
of our mediatized society and how it undermines meaningful connections between people
that places Anderson and the other Postmodernists in this chapter dealing with politicallyengaged solo performance.
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Early in her career, Anderson's work was more autobiographical than in her later
pieces. Nonetheless, a postmodern self-reflexive quality permeates United States. "Well I
was talking to a friend the other day, and I was saying: I wanted you...and I was looking
for you...but I couldn't find you. And he said: Hey...are you talking to me...or are you
just practicing for one of those performances of yours" (n.pag). Her work also
incorporates a vast array of pop culture references: Dolly Parton, the New Jersey
turnpike, answering machines, William F. Buckley, cable TV, Elmer Fudd, Lucy &
Ricky, Dairy Queen, the Dow Jones industrial average and personal ads all find their way
into United States. Yet there's something eerie and empty in her catalogue of American
life. Without explicitly saying so, Anderson is questioning the hegemonic influence of a
society based on ownership and acquisition as do New Vaudevillian Paul Zaloom, Lily
Tomlin, Rhodessa Jones and Claudia Shear.
Laurie Anderson is certainly not the only solo Postmodernist. John Fleck plays
with pop culture references and eschews narrative in his piece "Toilet Paper Rap" where
he portrays a monk-like white-robed character reading from a roll of toilet paper:
Rub-a-dub-dub, three men in a tub, the butcher, the baker, the candlestick
maker, Albert Einstein, Baudelaire, Mark Twain—^three blind mice, three
blind mice, see how they run—da do run run run, da do run boys run Phil
Gramm and Dianne Feinstein, I wish I were an Oscar Meyer wiener, then
everyone would be in love with me Mia Farrow row row row your
boat—^Hickory dickory doc Doc Severinsen, Doctor Kildare, Ben Casey,
(qtd. in Russell 136)
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I would categorize Ethyl Eichelberger as another postmodernist. By embodying female
historical figures and blithely incorporating anachronistic elements, Eichelberger
deconstructed history. Anne Magnuson parodies television and mass culture in her
performances. But Laurie Anderson, more than any other, consciously employs
postmodern devices into her aural and imagistic texts as she carefully casts her subtle and
ironic gaze on American society.

Laurie Anderson, Marc Wolf, Tim Miller, Lenny Bruce, Eve Ensler, Guillermo
Gomez-Pena and Anna Deavere Smith - at first glance one could not imagine a more
disparate group of theatre artists. And yet, on closer inspection, it seems these solo
performers share more than just the presence of the lone actor onstage. They all strive to
imbue their performance texts with political content that will provoke meaningful
questions about technology, identity, language and governance.
In the introduction to Another American. Wolf writes, "I hope that the voices
heard in the play will help to encourage a more constructive national dialogue and a more
politicized theatre audience"(544). He could be speaking for any of the solo performers in
this section. They are artists seeking thoughtful audiences who will leave the theatre,
weigh the issues and exercise their democratic rights to effect national change.

Notes
' Although it should be noted that O Solo Homo is exclusively a collection of queer
performance artists. In that sense, this is the only anthology that attempts any kind of
categorization of soloists.
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^ Provocateurs is a term first coined by RoseLee Goldberg who has written extensively on
performance art.
^ The collaboration of Wagner and performer Lily Tomlin is not technically solo
performance - Wagner is always credited as the writer. But Wagner and Tomlin clearly
collaborate - the characters are all forged by Tomlin while the through line and much of
the text is created by Wagner. I take my cue from Jo Bonney who includes them together
in her anthology.
In one memorable performance art event, he and collaborator Roberto Sifuentes
crucified themselves for three hours near San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge. GomezPena portrayed an undocumented bandito crucified by America's fears of immigration
and cultural otherness. They called it a Cruci-fiction.
^ Malcolm Boyd is an author, Episcopal priest, civil rights activist and gay man.
® Miller and his Australian partner face the very real possibility that they will be forced to
leave the United States and seek immigration asylum in Great Britain when Alistair's
student visa expires.
^ A stand-up can get as few as 4 minutes on a late-night talk show or as long as ninety
minutes in a concert-setting. The bread-and-butter of most stand-up comedians today is
the comedy club setting, where comics do forty-minute sets.
® Stand-up comedy is performed in front of a live audience but subsequent audiences see
the same performance on television or video. The performance is therefore both live and
mediatized.
' Given the current explosion in stand-up comedy, certainly not all comedians are making
cultural commentary in their performances. Some just tell jokes with no political or social
agenda
This "old" vaudeville was different from the New Vaudeville most significantly in
terms of language. The old vaudevillians tended to rely on verbal acrobatics (i.e. Abbott
and Costello's "Who's On First" routine) while the New Vaudevillians rely more on
physical acrobatics. And because the historical context was much different (late IP""
century vs. the late 20"' century) the content was also different. Significantly, vaudeville
catered to a largely male audience, while new Vaudeville aims to entertain a fuller
spectrum of American audiences including women and children.
" Black comics are not the only performers who mine their own disenfranchisement for
comedy. Gays, women, Asians, disabled people and Hispanics have also been
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marginalized in American society and also use the bully pulpit of comedy from which to
express their opinions.
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4. THE SELF IN SOLO PERFORMANCE

The artists in the previous chapter all engage in overt political pedagogy. In this
chapter, I w^ill explore a group of performers who are less inclined to take an overt
political approach to their work. If there is any one overriding quality to these artists, it is
that they are interested in the dilemmas of the self in society.
If the postmodern world provides no easy answers, then the postmodern self is
chronically in search of those answers. "In the postmodern world we become increasingly
aware that the objects about which we speak are not so much 'in the world' as they are
the products of perspective" (Gergen 7). If everything is perspective, then nothing is
fixed. And if nothing is fixed, then everything is a negotiation between the self and all the
other selves we encounter on a daily basis. These solo artists explore this negotiation.
The artists in this chapter may not employ the rhetoric and shock-tactics of
political theatre, but because they are interested in exploring the self in society, they are
certainly providing another adroit reflection of America at the end of the twentieth
century.

The Biographers
I will not be spending a great deal of time with those solo actors who perform
biographies of well-known figures. These performers rarely write their own material;
consequently, these texts do not directly reflect the performing artist's vision of the self
in American society. And there has already been quite a bit written elsewhere about
biographical one-person plays. But because this is undoubtedly the largest category of
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solo performers, I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge their influence on the art
form.
Hal Holbrook has been performing Mark Twain for almost fifty years. Mark
Twain Tonight has played on Broadway three times and has garnered Holbrook a Tony
award. Pat Carroll played Gertrude Stein, Julie Harris played Emily Dickinson and
Robert Morse played Truman Capote in one-person plays that made the transition to
Broadway and found mainstream success.^ Audiences enjoy the double-edged pleasure
of a biographical one-person play: they can learn more about a historical figure about
whom they have some prior knowledge and they can appreciate the virtuosity of a wellknown actor engaging in a solo performance.^
Simon Callow has performed several one-person plays in London's West End and
on Broadway.^ He speaks of the joy he experiences when communicating with the
audience directly:
The silence that descends upon an auditorium when it is being told a story
that it wants to hear is like no other; but it is not passive, as when being
overwhelmed by 10 billion decibels and dancing scenery and serried ranks
of highly disciplined flesh, all of which is, of course, highly attractive in
itself, but leaves little for the audience to do." (Callow 9)
This direct address to the audience - used by Carroll, Harris, Morse and Holbrook — is the
significant connection to other solo performers. The audience has a important function in
the one-person drama. They bear witness, hear the confession, empathize, antagonize
and serve any number of unstated roles. Note that Callow compares his eager listeners to

those passive theatregoers bombarded by spectacle. The distinction he makes is clearly an
homage to Bertolt Brecht, who developed an entire theory {verfremdungsejfekt) based on
his desire to create a more involved, engaged spectator.
One performer, however, does a compelling variation on the biographical oneperson play. Ron Vawter was an actor with Richard Schechner's Performance Group. In
the early 1990s, Vawter created a theatre piece that consisted of two side-by-side
biographies. The first act consists of Vawter's interpretation of remarks made by Roy
Cohn at a dinner for the American Society for the Protection of the Family. Despite his
own closeted homosexuality and despite the fact that he attended the dinner with his
boyfriend, Cohn made a forty-minute speech condemning homosexuality. Cohn died of
AIDS in 1986. Vawter's second act is a re-interpretation of "What's Underground About
Marshmallows?" a performance piece created by Vawter's friend. Jack Smith, who died
of AIDS in 1989. In the introduction to Roy Cohn/Jack Smith Vawter tells the audience
that "this is not documentary, but rather a subjective reaction, a response, to the lives of
two very different white male homosexuals who had two powerful things in common: a
virus and a society which sought to repress their homosexuality" (qtd. in Hughes 457).
Ron Vawter died of AIDS in 1994.
Vawter would probably not have wanted to be included in a section on
biographical soloists. His was not an impersonation of Cohn or Smith. As someone living

with AIDS, Vawter had his own theatrical motives for bringing these two very different
men to light. He wanted to trace the differing ways that people survive homophobia. But
Vawter's piece takes the simplicity of the solo biography and extends it to a commentary

on the lives of two individuals besieged by societal expectations at the end of the
twentieth century.

The New Vaudevillians
Because they most often do not deliver spoken text, I am only including a brief
analysis of the New Vaudevillians here. But many solo vaudevillians comment on society
in their performances and create story, so they most certainly belong in any discussion of
solo performance.
The New Vaudevillians are contemporary clowns, jugglers, mimes, puppeteers,
acrobats and magicians who use their bodies to comment on the day-to-day issues of
failure and success in American society.'^ If that sounds like a heady description of a guy
in a red nose on a unicycle, it is. "Clowns are kaleidoscopic emblems of human
imperfections and comedy is the chronicle of their struggle to survive" (Jenkins xi).
Perhaps the only way to survive the asperity of American life is with a kazoo and
whoopee cushion. Paul Zaloom animates society's detritus by creating puppets out of
found objects. His puppets represent a microcosm of America while he comments on the
country's obsession with conspicuous consumption. In As Seen on TV. Bill Irwin plays
the role of a dancer mysteriously trapped inside a television set while waiting for an
audition. His physicalized attempts to resist the pull of the tube are old-fashioned
slapstick but the story - one man's attempt to fight the media juggernaut - is completely
new. "In addition to fighting such traditional adversaries as the pull of gravity and the
constraints of authority, modem comics must confront the tyranny of mass media,
technological dehumanization, political subterfuge, social alienation, rampant

consumerism" (Jenkins xi). Ah - but fighting the battle is not enough, for what we most
relish in a clown's performance is his ability to survive the struggle with his self-respect
intact.
Avner the Eccentric is a postmodern clown. He utilizes all the traditional devices
of clowns - slapstick, illusion, acrobatics, juggling and sweetness - but his is a thinking
man's clown. He describes his performances "like Waiting For Godot, with tricks" (qtd.
in Robertson). In Acrobats of the Soul, an examination of the connections between
clowns and postmodernism, Ron Jenkins writes, "His comic technique mirrors the
disingenuous managerial style of high-level administrators and politicians who project a
nonchalant amiability that masks a shrewd understanding of power and its consequences"
(92). Despite his red clown nose and hangdog appearance, Avner knows exactly what he
is doing. He is cunningly subverting the notion of power in the gentlest way possible.
All of Avner's performances follow a similar arc: the clown eventually
overcomes the obstacles laid before him - the uncooperative tower of paper cups, the
runaway cigarettes, the gravity-bound hat - and emerges victorious. "The metaphors of
helplessness and mastery in their skill-centered routines are particularly trenchant in the
Reagan era of trickle-down prosperity, when the ability to effect significant change in
one's environment seems so elusive to so many" (Jenkins xiv). Through his sheer skill
and virtuosity, Avner depicts what a single human being can accomplish without the
benefit of technology. His successes reinforce the deeply ingrained American value of
self-reliance.

But what Avner most shares with other solo performers is the ability to create
intimacy with an audience; he is intent on breaking down the barrier between performer
and spectator. He sits on a spectator's lap. He takes photos of latecomers. "While the
audience laughs at his surveillance, they begin to shift their senses from a state of one
way observation to two-way alert" (Jenkins 95). When he brings an audience member
onstage, Avner nudges and cajoles his "volunteer" to participate in his magic act without
speaking a single word. But the joke is on the audience member who does not see what
the rest of the audience sees. There is nothing cruel in Avner's manipulation of his
volunteer. She has merely been playfully deceived - just as the rest of the audience could
have been.
While they most often eschew outright political content, these often-gentle
performers can get away with all kinds of overt political activism. Ronnie Davis, a clown
in the commedia tradition, founded the San Francisco Mime Troupe in the late 1950s. In
1965, Davis was arrested for performing in Lafayette Park without a permit and police
arrested him mid-performance. Davis knew he was performing without a permit; it had
not been granted because the San Francisco Parks Commission had considered the script
he submitted unacceptable by virtue of its radicalism. The Mime Troupe decided to stage
the show anyway, protesting what they considered to be State censorship. As the police
hauled off Davis, he shouted, "Ladies and Gentlemen, II Troupa di Mime di San
Francisco presents for your enjoyment this afternoon.. .AN ARREST!" (qtd. in Jenkins
xiv). This demonstrates that clowns can speak out on political issues as easily as Standups or Provocateurs. And while many of the New Vaudeyillians working at the end of
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the twentieth century eschewed overt political commentary, perhaps a clown - with or
without spoken language - is the best voice for political dissent. As Tim Miller said in
our interview, laughter does help to lubricate society's responsiveness to criticism.

The Shape-Shifters
In a world that is increasingly fragmented and disjointed, what could be more
appropriate than a solo performer who is able to transform himself into many diverse
selves? Kenneth Gergen notes that "as social saturation proceeds we become pastiches,
imitative assemblages of each other. In memory we carry others' patterns of being with
us" (71). The more we are exposed to one another through media, travel, information
technology etc, the more we know about each other. Eric Bogosian admits, "When I'm
interacting with other people I am consciously or unconsciously imitating the behavior of
other people I've known. And [...] because I live in a world of mass media, I experience
all sorts of people who are not only in my life but whom I 'know' from movies or TV"
(Wake 96-7). Solo performers who are able to portray many different personalities in one
performance are leveraging the knowledge, or memory, they have of the panorama of
characters that exist in American life. And they are relying on the audience's ability to
decode these same character types. Effortlessly slipping off one skin and slipping into
another, these Shape-Shifters reflect a full range of Americans in moments of crisis,
vulnerability, confession or simple artlessness. They celebrate the plethora of selves that
live within all of us.

Many of the solo artists I have already discussed use a multiplicity of characters
in performance. Guillermo Gomez-Pena presents a gallery of fully costumed macho
Mexican stereotypes from which he draws material. Lily Tomlin uses only her flexible
face and body to create women, and a few men, grappling with the ironies and
ambiguities of life. Additionally, Tomlin is one of the very few artists who revisits
characters within one piece in order to create a more traditional theatrical through-line.
Using a few simple costume pieces, Anna Deavere Smith deftly progresses from one
character to another as she searches for the multiple truths in the significant historical
events she is chronicling. Like Smith, Whoopi Goldberg plays both white and black
characters. Marc Wolf portrays both straight and gay U.S. military personnel. Indeed, the
simplest way of categorizing solo performers would be to divide them into who creates
multiple characters and who does not.^ Yet, as has been noted before, artists such as
Gomez-Pena, Wolf and Smith have stated that their overriding goal in performance has a
political component. They wish to effect change. The true Shape-Shifters, like Eric
Bogosian and John Leguizamo, are commenting on the societal pressures bearing down
on American individuals by creating a cast of characters performed by one.
For some solo performers, employing a strategy of multiple characters is
ultimately the point of their work. Certainly the virtuosity required in managing all those
personalities brings the solo performer a tremendous ego boost. Eric Bogosian frankly

admits, "I'm a guy who ostensibly has some very well-meaning intentions behind why I
make the show I make. At the same time I make money doing it, I become famous doing
it, and there's a lot of ego involved" (qtd. in Blumenthal 61). Yet Bogosian's high-energy

performances stem more from his rabid appreciation for the alternating rock & roll
rhythms of the American chorus than they do from his need to be adored. "If I'm going to
spend three years on a piece, it better have something to do with where I'm coming from
as a person. It is not high enough on my list of priorities to spend three years making
something that's just going to pull people in so they'll pay twenty-nine bucks to see me in
the theater" (qtd. in Blumenthal 62). Bogosian works in profit-based mainstream theatre
spaces and, like Anna Deavere Smith, performs regularly in film and television
Eric Bogosian is probably the best known of the Shape-Shifters. For over twenty
years Bogosian has been interpreting the male of the species with tremendous detail and
precision. Unlike Smith and Wolf, he conducts no interviews to create his characters. "I
wasn't looking 'out there' for characters, I was looking 'inside"'(Wake 94). And, as
Gergen notes, inside all of us are many identities. "One's identity is continuously
emergent, re-formed, and re-directed as one moves through the sea of ever-changing
relationships. In the case of 'Who am I?" it is a teeming world of provisional
possibilities" (139). For Bogosian, those provisional possibilities consist of an army of
men contending with the shifting expectations and demands of what it means to be
successful in America. In Bogosian's Drinking in America, a Greek coffee shop owner
declares, "I want to be a big success in America. I work sometimes twenty-four hours a
day, I work. Sometimes I don't eat, I don't sleep, I don't piss. Nothing. [. . .] You work,
you make money, you buy house, [...] you go in melting pot, you melt. That's the
American way" fEssential 107). We have all seen this man on television, but perhaps we

never understood the poignancy of his struggle until Bogosian granted him the modest
words that mark his yearnings.
Eric Bogosian is interested in the men who slip through the cracks of our
consciousness: the drunks and studs, the soldiers and torturers, the veterans and partyboys and salesmen and hustlers and gurus who are never on the verge of true selfawareness no matter how often they preach the gospel of "Look out for Number One." In
Voices of America, a man with a smooth Latin accent asks, "Don't you wish you had the
good things in life? A nice car. A big stereo. A hot chick? Hey, if you were a radio
announcer you'd have them. [...] Look at me: Roco; I'm the proof, baby" (Essential
198). For many of the men in Bogosian's world, what you have is more important than
what you are; the speciousness of ownership is comfortingly seductive.
Bogosian's men are not the power brokers - rather, they are broken by power. In
Sex. Drugs. Rock & Roll a man talks about his growing dissatisfaction with life: "There
was this rat scratching inside my wall the other night. After a while it sounded like it was
inside my head. And I said, 'Wait a minute! Wait one minute! I'm white, I'm an
American! I'm a male! I should be doing better than this!'"(qtd. in Bonney 110). Men
like this are Lomanesque victims of the American dream. But Bogosian's goal is not to
inspire men to take up the mantle of material feminists and explode the myths
surrounding manhood in American society. "I mean, I'm obviously a guy in the theater,
not some music lunatic who changed the way people around the world think" (Bogosian,
"Letter"). Whether he intends to or not, his pieces accurately depict the way cultural
forces bend and shape the individual.
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Bogosian makes no attempt to glamorize the men that populate his America.
These men do not spring from a Frank Capra film. It is a dog-eat-dog world out there and
the only way to survive is to wear armor. A character from Sex. Drugs. Rock & Roll
says:
I know I'm negative. I know I'm not a nice guy. I know you all hate me.
But I don't care. Because at least I realize I'm a shit, and for that tiny
jfragment of truth, I respect myself. That's why normalcy is so far out of
my reach. Because you have to be blind to be normal. You have to like
yourself, and the thought of that is so repellant to me that I'm ecstatic to
be in the depressing place that I am! (qtd. in Bonney 113)
"Bogosian sees his negativity as performing a positive function, administering a shock of
recognition" (Blumenthal 63). First we laugh, then we feel uncomfortable laughing. And
in that uncomfortable moment, we are nudged towards recognizing the enormous societal
pressures bearing down on humans in our fractious world.
Watching the Shape-Shifters, like watching the Postmodernists, is akin to channel
surfing. The fragments mean little by themselves, but the whole inchoate mess takes on
metaphorical meaning about American life. Gergen writes, "We are prepared for
variegated contexts and connections and if they present themselves with the speed of
flipping television channels, we may marvel at our adequacy of adaptation" (173). In

1987's Personality, author/performer Ellen Ratner flips back and forth between depicting
an overbearing Jewish mother and her desperately single daughter. Periodically, the rapid
juxtaposition between mother and daughter is augmented by the daughter's imaginary

suitors. We come to understand how all these characters are jockeying for position in
Ratner's psyche and we can further extrapolate that the words of all mothers resonate in
the minds of all daughters. John Leguizamo's Mambo Mouth has no clear theatrical
through-line; it is the juxtaposition of characters that creates meaning. A monologue
spoken by a recently detained illegal immigrant ("Okay, go ahead and send me back. But
who's going to clean for you?") is followed by a sexy Latina who is followed by a sexy
Latino (the Inca Prince) who is followed by "The Crossover King" - a man who is
conducting seminars on how to pass for Anglo. In the truest spirit of postmodernism, the
performer creates the arc and the audience creates the meaning.
Eric Bogosian's presence onstage is that of screaming, coiled, pliable rock star.
Each character has his own accent and vocal tics; as Bogosian sprints from one character
to another, the effect is of a man possessed. His characters share one characteristic: they
are all loquacious. He writes, "The words must be organized in almost a rhythm, the
music of the words. The way words run along on top of one another is, for me, part of the
pleasure of performing" (Wake 110). An example of his attention to rhythm is in
Drinking in America.
Scratching scratchin'...all of a sudden...out a fuckin' noplace: BANG!
This guardrail comes up the front a the car! Car starts spinnin' aroun',
chicks is screamin' in the backseat, cars honkin' their horns all around em

and shit.. .BOOM! We go over the guardrail, we're on the other side of the
highway now, going' down the highway...cars blinkin' their headlights at
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me and shit.. .you know, like I don't know I'm on the wrong side of the
road!? People are so stupid! BANG! (Essential 110)
It is no surprise, then, that he lists among his greatest influence Lenny Bruce. Bruce
perfected the timing of his stand-up comedy in strip joints and jazz clubs, where
percussionists punctuated his punch lines.
With empathy and a keen ear for the idiosyncrasies of individual speech, the
Shape-Shifters have found a way to comment on American values at the end of the
century. Bogosian admits that his is a lonely enterprise and he is dissatisfied with what he
calls the "turgid theater that dominates" (Essential viii). In a 1991 interview in Rolling
Stone magazine he declared, "I've decided I'm not going to keep doing these monologue
shows" (Blumenthal 63). Then he created Sex. Drugs. Rock & Roll, and Pounding Nails
in the Floor with My Forehead. In 2000 on his website he wrote, "But I don't think I'm
writing another solo after this. The dog is done" ("Letter"). Then he wrote Wake Up and
Smell the Coffee. Bogosian could certainly stop performing his solos and concentrate on
playwriting rSubUrbia^ and his film career. Yet he continues to be drawn to the
opportunities of solo performance and the charge that comes from engaging in a
relationship with a live audience. And clearly he is fnastrated by the isolation of the form.
But it is hard to imagine that Bogosian could find any other outlet for his subcutaneous
anger.

In my black jeans and my righteous anger, ranting on and on about
hypocrisy, pissing people off just enough to sell a few tickets. Always
looking over my shoulder, making sure I don't lose my place in the big
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line. Desperately trying to preserve my modicum of success so that I can
hold my head high in this giant pecking order of art and commerce and
first-class plane tickets. (Wake 57)
The solo artist may feel incapable of venting her anger - indeed, an entire performance
based on one person's anger could get downright tedious - but the Shape-Shifter can
create any number of characters who rant about, suffer from and succumb to the
parochial concerns of American society.

The Autobiographers
The final category I have created belongs to those performers who use the solo
form to explore, and perhaps exploit, their own individual identities. They are not
necessarily seeking change, nor are they speaking for a marginalized constituency. Their
work is seemingly apolitical. These soloists use events from their own lives to create a
relationship with the audience based on commonalities different from gender or race. The
audience shares with the Autobiographers the notion that we all struggle to make sense of
our jumbled lives. Spalding Gray declares, "Life is not a story, it's a life. It's a raw and
unmediated thing-in-itself. We try to make sense of what happens to us and of what we
are in terms of stories. For me, meaning only exists in a story" (qtd. in Russell 172).
Life's meaning is created through the act of narrating it.

By choosing and then ordering certain events in her life, the solo performer
attempts to comprehend those events which, when they happened, were beyond
comprehension. In My Left Breast, playwright Susan Miller talks about the cancer she
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suffered at the age of 36. She wrote the play more than ten years after she lost her breast
to cancer. In the introduction she writes:
This play, Mv Left Breast, is the first and only one I've written with a
character named Susan. One morning [...] I had this sensation in my belly
- a kind of knowing. What I knew was that I would write something to
perform. I wanted to speak directly to an audience, to say what I had to
say and rise or fall with it, myself. [...] It just seemed, at that juncture of
my life, necessary. (Hughes 95-6)
It is the very necessity of this writing that imbues the Autobiographers work with such
importance. It is also significant that Miller, a playwright, had never really performed
before. Something in the act of writing, and then speaking, provided a talking cure for
her.
The particulars of the Autobiographer's life are what make their tales intriguing.
But the act of telling and listening - of witnessing - these stories is what makes for
catharsis. My Left Breast is about a parent dealing with a teenage son, the end of a love
affair and cancer. Those are universal elements. The specifics of Miller's life - she is a
Jewish lesbian playwright - shapes those universalities into distinct qualities belonging to
her. As a member of the audience, I substitute my own particulars but I share the
parenting, the broken heart and the illness. Julia Sweeney in God Said 'Ha!' writes about
a year in her life in which she divorced, moved to a new home, became a caregiver to her
dying brother, welcomed her parents to live with her and then discovered she had cancer
herself. It is doubtful that anyone in the audience could remark, "Gee, that exact same
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thing happened to me, too." But it is likely that many in the audience have had a year in
which everything that could go wrong did go wrong. Or that others in the audience might
understand deeply that one survives such Job-like travails with humor, as Sweeney does.
Spalding Gray says, "I know my story is not far from your story, only the details are
different" (qtd. in Russell 171).
By choosing which events to tell in which order, the performer/writer is creating a
persona that may only partially resemble who he is. Richard Schechner writes, "But even
someone so insistent on performing his own life as Spalding Gray plays a character called
'Spalding,' a persona who is a framed and edited version of the 'real' Spalding"
(Performance 64). It is almost as if these Autobiographers work in the opposite way of
the Shape-Shifters. They do not dramatize the multitude of selves that exist within.
Rather, they create a detailed singular self though a careful editing of the many selves
that exist within.
Spalding Gray believes that memory is the first creative act. "So I start with my
memory and begin to play with it and shape it. [...] Everyone that is remembering is
always putting something together that is always not the original event" (qtd. in Russell
169). In the process of nudging the memory towards something engaging for an audience,
the Autobiographers may embellish or add hyperbole, but they rarely fictionalize events.
Perhaps Julia's Sweeney's year from Hell was actually nineteen months long. Perhaps
Claudia Shear only held fifty-three jobs and not the sixty-four she reports in Blown
Sideways through Life. The audience expects embellishment and tightening. Otherwise,
it is too much like life, with all the boring parts left in.
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Spalding Gray has been mining the circumstances of his life since 1970 - which
was the first time he created a character named 'Spalding.' The piece was Commune and
was developed with other members of Richard Schechner's Performance Group. Gray
recalls, "Richard told the group, 'We're going to work from a process here, evolving a
text together. I'm not real interested in your ability to take on a character yet, but let's
explore who you are'" (Schechner, "My Art" 159). Schechner's work was inverseStanislavskian in that he asked his actors to draw on their own needs and experiences
rather than the character's. Gray has been exploring who he is ever since.
Gray works in an unusual manner. "All my monologues are built with and in front
of a live audience. Except for a pencil outline of key words there is no preperformance
writing" (qtd. in Russell 170). He tape records the earliest performances of a piece, then
listens and edits the text down. But the opportunity to change the text always exists and
Gray is always re-remembering the monologue. "You see, because I have no
prememorized text, when I sit down at my table, I am really in actual time doing or
performing the act of recollection" (170). While he cites specific writers as his greatest
influences he denies being a writer in any real sense of the word.® He also eschews the
term "artist." "I don't think of myself as a performance artist. Artist I am not. I am a
humorist. I don't think many artists have a good sense of humor. I do first person
narratives" (qtd. in Brewer 240). Gray seems to harbor some derision for actors — even
though he himself trained as, and often makes his living as, an actor. In Swimming to
Cambodia he remembers how he began spending time with the foreign correspondents on
the movie set of The Killing Fields. "Up until then I'd been hanging out with the actors -
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they're no one. They're conduits. [...] It's one thing to build a role from a text, just build
it and develop it. It's another to be playing someone - you know - playing Mark Twain
or Harry Truman all the way across the United States and never being them" (77). Mark
Twain and Harry Truman are both subjects of very successful one-person plays that
toured the country for many years.
Philip Auslander has said that Spalding Gray's work is like watching a weekly
television serial where the characters are essentially static and continue to make the same
mistakes; thus insuring we will tune in to watch again and again. "Like the typical serial,
the monologues feature a central couple, Gray himself, referred to as Spalding, and his
wife, Renee Shafransky. The recurrence of these characters makes it possible to follow
the successive monologues the way one might follow the lives and adventures of a couple
on one's favorite nighttime soap opera" (76). The soap opera experienced a significant
cast change when Gray divorced Shafransky - who had been his long-time muse and
psychological anchor - and had a child with and married Kathie Russo. These events
were chronicled in his monologue It's a Slippery Slope. The next monologue, Morning.
Noon and Night, concerned fatherhood and a whole new group of actors joined the cast.
"I feel like Ozzie Russo, who is being played by Spalding Gray, who is playing at being a
family man here in the Let's Pretend yard of life" (80). Gray fulfills all our expectations
as he slips from one role to another because he is always, essentially, the same. James
Leverett writes, "Spalding has become an icon of our culture, speaking out of it and back
to it. Every Boy Corralled into Manhood, Every Fantasy of Boundless Sexual
Adventures, Every new Home Owner, Sufferer of Symptoms, Son, Lover, Husband.
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Father." (Bonney 101-2). In the proscribed stages of life, our favorite television
characters change temporary identities, but never change who they are.
And herein lies the central postmodern conceit of Gray. He is both himself and a
persona he has created. This mobius strip image of a man chasing art chasing the man
chasing art is fascinating. In the introduction to Swimming to Cambodia. Leverett writes,
"It has gradually become Gray's chosen lot simultaneously to live his life and play the
role of Spalding Gray living his life and to observe said Gray living his life in order to
report on it in the next monologue" (xii). This hall of mirrors is wonderfully evoked in
Gray's Monster in a Box. Attempting to exorcise the legacy of his mother's suicide by
writing a novel, Gray suffers monumental bouts of writer's block. He applies to the Los
Angeles suicide hotline at Christmastime. "I thought, 'Wouldn't it be better to actually
prevent a suicide than not be able to write about not being able to prevent one?"' (37).
The counselors at the hotline recommend he go into therapy. In a 1993 interview with
Bruce Weber of the New York Times. Gray admitted that Monster in a Box "began with
the sense of being overwhelmed and the need to redeem the misery of the experience.
[...] As a result, he's always on the lookout for a personal misery severe enough to
generate a resonant tale" (CIO). In 2002, Gray attempted to commit suicide and had
himself committed to a mental institution. One wonders if this will be the stuff of a future
monologue. "Was I living my life for the story? Was I creating the story? Yes and no"

(qtd. Russell 172). In Morning Noon and Night he discovers his stepdaughter shares a
certain dramatic flair for life. "Marissa was like a strange mirror to me. We both
dramatized our lives. It was as though we both proudly thought that life, indeed, was a
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rehearsal. We both thought that life was a rehearsal for the perfect story and the perfect
audience" (114). Gray searches for the perfect life event out of which to forge the perfect
stage story.
If these are exclusively personal tales, then do these Autobiographers have a
political component to their work? Is the personal also political for the Autobiographers?
Susan Miller's Mv Left Breast ends with a poignant call: "I want to tell all the women in
the changing booths that we are still beautiful, we are still powerful, we are still sexy, we
are still here" (Hughes 120). As the lights fade, she unbuttons her blouse and reveals her
mastectomy scar. This intensely private totem becomes a symbol for all women bearing
physical or psychological scars. The scar is a challenge for all of us to see ourselves as
survivors. Miller's strategy here is deliberate, as is Claudia Shear's in Blown Sideways
Through Life. After chronicling her sixty-four jobs, she offers us the results of her
education: "Well, this is what I think: You talk to people who serve you the food the
same way you talk to the people you eat the food with. You talk to people who work for
you the same way you talk to the people you work for. It's a one-size-fits-all proposition.
Talk to people" (114). These life lessons are the artist's attempt to make us a better
community or democracy. The Autobiographers then, truly embody Whitman's
exaltation of the Self En-Masse. The solo performer lives an event that provides the
perspective that teaches the lesson that is witnessed by and shared with a community.
But what of Spalding Gray? Is there a deliberate political component to his work?
A rallying cry or lesson learned? Certainly he is not interested in being an activist.
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When did I last make a stand, any kind of stand about anything? When did
I just stand up for something right. Let alone America. What is America?
Every time I try to think of America as a unit I get anxious. I think that's
part of the reason I moved to Manhattan; I wanted to live on "an island off
the coast of America." I wanted to live somewhere between America and
Europe, a piece of land with very defined boundaries and only eight
million people. (Swimming 27)
In a 1999 interview with Richard Schechner, Gray admits, "I've been laissez-faire and
wishy-washy about politics because I lived for so long in SoHo when it was New York's
art ghetto. The only community politics there was how to keep the commercial riff-raff
out of the artistic area. [...] I vote, but when I think of the word "politics" I draw a
blank" (Schechner, "My Art" 169).^ Yet in Swimming to Cambodia there is a sequence
in which Gray tells about how the movie crew hired Thai peasants to play the parts of
dead Cambodians and then smeared chicken blood on their bodies. This story mirrors an
earlier episode in the monologue: Gray reports that during the Vietnam War, the U.S.
Embassy handed out hundred-dollar bills to families of the dead and fifty-dollar bills to
people who had lost a limb. "Gray's deadpan juxtaposition of these two events satirizes
the absurdity of equating the loss of limbs with a cash bonus. Linking the callous values
of the filmmakers with those of the American government. Gray's disarmingly simple
storytelling begins to assume the dimension of a spoken epic novel" (Jenkins 128). And it
certainly takes on the patina of political criticism. While his delivery is often quite rapid.
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from time to time he pauses - as if to reflect on the absurd outrageousness of what he has
just reported.
In the same interview, Schechner asks if Gray's example of presenting his own
life - as witnessing - could be considered the politics of empowerment. Gray's response
is very interesting:
I'm saying that people are the stars. It's democratic, very democratic. In
my Interviewing the Audience [...] they come up onstage and sit with me
and I begin with, 'How'd you get here today? What were you driving?
What were you thinking?' And if a person goes on with the questions it
turns into a wonderful dialogue. We begin to hear a story about what it is
to live in the world. It's a sharing. The theatre becomes a community.
There's no other form in the United States where that happens. ("My"
169)
As Gray works out the details of his life - as he tries over and over again to tame his fears
and slay his dragons - the audience rehearses their own life survival techniques. Jonathan
Kalb, in his excellent article "Documentary Solo Performance," writes, "However little
we may really be interested in anyone else, we do seem willing to listen to people's
individual stories as possible keys to our own individual development - and that is the
narrow political opportunity the solo performers exploit" (16). Gray's private experience

resonates though a cultural moment in time - a moment and a culture that we all share.
His personal anxieties are actually collective anxieties.
At the end of Blown Sideways through Life. Claudia Shear admits,
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life doesn't have a topic sentence. There is nothing as cliched as a story of
a road traveled, of lessons learned, of obstacles overcome. But that's
because it's the only story, the big story, simple as reading something in a
book as a child. Something that sounds made up, like the phases of the
moon. Then one night you look at the sky and realize that it's true, that
you can see it for yourself. (116)
Perhaps, in the postmodern world, there are a few truths after all: the ones we create for
ourselves. And perhaps the solo performers who engage in autobiography are the ones
seeking those truths.

In the course of my research I did not run across any solo performers who explore
conservative politics through their art form. In their attempt to portray both sides of an
issue, solo performers such as Anna Deavere Smith and Marc Wolfe depict conservative,
ultra-conservative or religious characters, but it is clear from the cumulative progression
of their plays that their personal politics lay on the side of liberalism. Shape-shifters Eric
Bogosian and Lily Tomlin portray right-wingers ironically. Even the least overtly
politically engaged performer - Spalding Gray - harbors an implied distrust of the way
government works.
Once I expand my view beyond solo performance I continue to see a

preponderance of liberal or radical-minded artists working in politically engaged theatre.
Conservatives certainly have their own bully pulpits - talk radio has long been the
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province of the right - but little to no politically engaged solo performance stems from a
conservative point of view.
Perhaps this phenomenon is as simple as this: as long as the conservative white
male hegemony of American life continues to hold, then those conservatives in the
theatre need not articulate any debate or criticism of the status quo. They are the statusquo. One might suggest that power in the United States shifts from left to right and back
again, but I do not agree. Despite which political party holds office in any given year,
white men with a substantial hunger for power still run the show. And in order to retain
that power, they seek the middle ground and romance the middle class. Richard Nixon
understood this when he coined the phrase the "Silent Majority." If they are indeed the
majority, then they have no need to rebel. They are already in power. And they can
continue to exert their influence silently, leaving the American stage to the vocal gadflies
- the solo performers.

Notes
^ Morse and Harris both won Tony awards. Carroll won the Drama Desk and Drama
Critics awards.
^ Interestingly, many of the subjects for these one-person plays are eccentric writers;
Dickinson, Stein, Twain and Capote are joined by Lillian Hellman, Dorothy Parker,
Oscar Wilde and Will Rogers.
^ Callow is, admittedly, not an American. He is British. But his comments here
eloquently capture the joy of the one-person play, regardless of which side of the ocean
they are performed.
Some of the artists in this category have commented on the appellation "New
Vaudevillians." In a 1992 interview with Ben-David Calev of The Jerusalem Report.
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Avner the Eccentric said, "This 'new vaudeville' stuff is basically just a label the media
slapped on us because we all came to prominence at about the same time."
^ Tim Miller and Spalding Gray make very little attempt to shape-shift into other
characters in their stories. Miller told me it was because he was not very good at
embodying other characters. Gray's interest is primarily himself, so there is no need to
"become" others onstage.
® He counts among his influences, Henry Miller, Jack Kerouac, Thomas Wolfe, Allen
Ginsburg and Robert Lowell - all writers who work in the autobiographical form.
^ This is an example of Gray's embellishment. In Swimming to Cambodia he confesses to
the director of The Killing Fields. Roland Joffe, that he has never voted in his life. "And
Roland said, 'Perfect! We're looking for [someone to play the part of] the American
ambassador's aide.'"

5. CONCLUSION
As I have demonstrated, solo performers take many different approaches to their
work. Some juggle, some tell jokes. Others tell their life stories. Some tell the life stories
of others. In their texts solo actors talk about technology, cancer, historical events,
mundane activities, sex, identity, borders, race, jobs, love - in short, they talk about the
world in which they find themselves. With many different subject matters and many
different stylistic approaches, is it possible to answer my initial question: Why do actors
choose to perform alone?
Economics, as we have seen, must be an important motivation. Given the
increase in the number of people calling themselves actors and the decrease in the
numbers of union jobs or government funding available for those actors, the one-person
play format can provide income, visibility and freedom from institutional restraints. Tim
Miller admits, "Sure, some of it is determined by my lean-and-mean budget constraints
since I get no government funding for my performances. Anything that's going to go with
me on the road has to fit in one carry-on bag with my clothes; otherwise it's too much
expense or bother" (Body xix). When the actor is the writer, performer, stage manager
and technical director then the portability of the show might conceivably attract
promoters or regional theatres looking to shave their ever-shrinking budgets.
If the one-person play is cheaper to promote, it also provides the author/performer
with much greater control over his or her career. Spalding Gray declares, "What I came
to understand in the late Seventies was that I wanted to control the whole thing - to be
director, author, performer" (qtd. in Georgakas 37). In a profession marked by constant
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rejection and in a craft marked by doing what others tell them to do, actors who create
their own employment opportunities savor greater freedom.
This freedom extends to content as well. A soloist in any discipline - playwright
or painter or composer - can create whatever he or she is inspired to create. Eric
Bogosian acknowledges, "I made these solos as little arenas of freedom. I could say what
I wanted, do what I wanted, bounce around, break a sweat. [...] Theatre seemed slow,
square and out-of-touch with the world" (Essential vii-viii). Without the constraints of
collaboration, solo performers have greater agility and can respond more quickly to world
events. Soloist Reno was performing a show about the events of 9/11 within months of
the bombing of the World Trade Center. "Indeed, performance art has a great potential
for overt political engagement, not because of its aesthetic qualities but because of its
relative lack of institutional barriers" (Schlossman 213). Working beyond the established
theatrical hierarchy, solo artists are free to choose their topics and choose their timing. In
a world of grassroots theatre, the soloist need only find a willing venue.
If all goes well, the payoff is extraordinary. Nia Vardalos was performing a oneperson play about her eccentric Greek family when she was "discovered" by Hollywood.
She and the play - My Big Fat Greek Wedding - have gone on to become industry
juggernauts. "Nothing is kinder to an actor than a solo if it is good. Nothing more cruel if
it is not" (Cairney 1). For every overnight success story like Vardalos' there are scores of

heartbreaks. Other art forms have long considered virtuosity an important element in the
development of the artist. Because of the influence of Stanislavski, much American
acting training has instead centered on the interpretive aspect of the craft. Solo
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performers - especially those who create full-blown characterizations with no costuming
or make-up - allow themselves the experience of being a virtuoso in an art form that
leans toward the communal.
While not necessarily motivators, two elements came up over and over again in
my research of the solo form. Humor is used by a large majority of the solo performers.
And all solo performers engage in an activity that forges a unique relationship to their
audiences. For many of the actor/authors, these two elements provide the thrill, the joy
and the electricity of solo performance.
Laughter is a form of survival. Tim Miller admits:
I've been criticized for softening the rhetoric with humor, but I think most
gay audiences can relate to that. We have our passions, but we can also be
ironic about them—that's a survival thing that goes back to our
childhoods. I have a lot of faith in humor as a way of lubricating the
rhetorical oomph, (qtd. in Isherwood 57)
Solo performers use comedy because it makes the pill easier to swallow and helps defuse
the frustrations of life. "In an age of diminishing expectations their humor reflects the
ironic underside of America's obsession with power and control" (Jenkins xix). These
artists make things funny "by asking us to examine their credibility" (Jenkins 135). This
humor is designed to provoke thoughtful reflection and is consciously employed by most

of the artists I have discussed.^ These soloists are not merely interested in entertaining
and keeping audiences happy. There are plenty of theatre practitioners out there who can
do this. But the postmodern solo performers who came out of the avant-garde traditions
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and lived through the sixties understand that humor is another tool in an arsenal of
devices that urge us to think critically about our world. Spalding Gray writes, "If ever I
thought God could understand American, I would pray and the prayer would go, 'Dear
God, please, please let us keep our sense of humor.' I still understand and love America,
precisely for its sense of humor" (Swimming xvi). While the ability to laugh at one's
travails is certainly not unique to the United States, with our media saturation and 24/7
television comedy, humor is an American expectation. Why not leverage that expectation
in order to reflect and, hopefully, find meaning in the maelstrom that is life in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries?
In Linda Montano's Performance Artists Talking in the Eighties. Ann Magnuson
talks about humor:
Besides making love, it's the best way to share one's life force with other
people. [...] The best is when everyone is laughing so hard that you're
just sick, crying, begging for mercy. That's equivalent to a good orgasm, a
good laugh. [...] When you make people laugh, there's this certain
ritualistic, communal thing going on. That's what's great about comedy.
You need the audience. The performance is dead without them. (389)
If humor is the solo performer's tool of choice, the audience is the ultimate prize. The
interplay between actor and spectator is what creates the dynamism of solo performance.
Tim Miller says he never really feels alone onstage. "I see each individual performance's
audience as my creative partners. [...] My performances are a real time encounter with
the acknowledged presence of the folks seeing the show. I'm talking to them specifically"
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(Body xviii). So intent is he on breaking down the barrier between actor and audience,
Miller hangs out in the lobby before and after performances to chat, hug, autograph and
press the flesh. During the actual performance he even becomes physically engaged with
his audience, touching them and asking them to touch him. Spalding Gray insists that he
does not actually perform monologues; he thinks of them as evolving dialogues with an
audience who "teaches" him what works. "I think the eyes actually inflate you, make you
larger than you are through their energy" (qtd. in Brewer 239). When Jill Dolan
interviewed Holly Hughes she asked Hughes why she needs to perform her work. "She
replied that she wants the dialogue, that she needs the presence of an audience to certify
that she's part of a public sphere in which contentious ideas and alternative viewpoints
can still be taken up and debated" (Dolan, "Rehearsing" 6). This circuit of energy that
moves from audience to performer and back again creates a gestah that clarifies meaning
and deepens emotional impact. Because the solo artist breaks down the fourth wall and
talks directly to the audience, a spectator is more likely to feel like a participant with a
vested interest in the outcome of the performance.
While the use of humor and the close relationship to the audience are significant
common denominators among solo performers, they are not the reasons why actors
choose to ply their craft alone. Other theatrical forms - like improvisation - use humor
and audience participation extensively. These are not just the province of solo

performers. But a further examination into the critical relationship between performer and
audience might yield more clues.
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Holly Hughes writes, "I believe a lot of this work is rooted, consciously or not, in
a particular American tradition of testifying, of witnessing history in the first person. It's
a tradition that's entwined with this country's social change movements" (O Solo 2-3). In
the African-American church, witnessing is a public gesture of faith. In the judicial
system, witnessing involves stating one's experience for a group who must pass
judgement but were not present at the event. Holocaust survivors witness in order to
begin the healing process. We know from the work of Freud that talking is not neutral: it
reveals complex social conditions, power relations and survival tactics. "Witnessing is to
see, to know, and to be engaged with an other's experience of traumatization, in all its
complexity and enormity" (Weine 168). Witnessing is a private confession in a public
space. And the key to effective theatrical witnessing is the audience. They are the
receivers of testimony and once they have heard, they can no longer claim ignorance. "To
communalize trauma is to bring survivors' personal stories into the collective dialogue in
such a way that the larger group sees the trauma and its consequences as partly theirs"
(Weine 176). By claiming identity with a public witness, the solo performer aims to have
their experience affirmed. Witnessing, then, is both a singular and a public event Whitman's "Song of Myself shouted to a community.
One of the ways we learn about history is by living through authentic experiences.
Sometimes authentic experience means history must repeat itself. Sometimes that
authentic experience comes from the oral histories of those who have been there. Clearly
Anna Deavere Smith, Marc Wolfe and other solo artists who use the exact words of
interviewees are conduits for witnessing and are employing a theatre of testimony. But
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even those artists who tap into the voices and stories within are using witnessing to
become empowered and to empower others. Spalding Gray asserts, "For whatever
reasons, it seems to me that nothing is real until it's witnessed. That's part of why I work
in front of audiences. [...] A terrific need for witness" (qtd. in Brewer 241). I believe that
all the artists working in the solo form are engaging in witnessing. This is why they must
work alone. Because witnessing involves one voice speaking to many.
But why? Why the need to witness?
Jill Dolan, in her article entitled "Rehearsing Democracy: Advocacy, Public
Intellectuals and Civic Engagement in Theatre and Performance Studies," writes, "Art,
perhaps, can make the body politic feel others' suffering more acutely, moving us closer
to real democracy, if people can be persuaded toward radical change through empathy
and unexpected identifications with those once considered other or alien to them" (9).
Here, then, is the key. By experiencing others in an empathetic manner, we are nudged
towards the realization that only we can effect the change necessary - through our
democratic processes - to make our society truly diverse and truly all-embracing. Dolan
acknowledges she is borrowing here from the work of Brazilian Augusto Boal, who
encourages audience members to change the outcomes of the theatrical pieces he creates
in order for them to experience an alternative destiny free of oppression. In Boal's world,
those sources of oppression are blatant. In the United States, they are perhaps more
muted. But they still exist.
Dolan's use of the word "empathy" is troublesome. Much political theatre is
based on Brecht's notion of verfremdungseffekt - finding ways to keep the audience from
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experiencing a theatrical piece emotionally or vicariously in order that they experience it
intellectually. Brecht - and many solo performers intent on effecting societal change would not want their theatre to lull spectators into a state of empathy. Empathic
audiences, lulled into the emotional arc of a story, are not necessarily thinking audiences.
I believe the mechanics of solo performance - the minimal costumes, shapeshifting characters, invisible antagonists and direct address - are enough to maintain
some intellectual distance on the part of the audience. One minute they may be sharing on an emotional level - the experience of a performer who is struggling to claim her
identity. The next, they are nudged out of their empathic state by a theatrical device that
engages first their imagination and then their intellect. Dolan's notion of empathy as
impetus for radical change only works if the devices of performance keep the audience in
a more fluid state.
With the exception of Lenny Bruce, all of the soloists I have discussed grew up in
a similar America. Despite individual socio-economic differences, these artists came of
age during a period in American life of great turbulence. From the explosive events of the
1960s to the technology boom of the 1990s, the actors choosing to go it alone were
shaped by similar tides. Perhaps the one thing learned during the end of the twentieth
century is that our nascent democracy demands extra vigilance. As we continue to
explore what it means to be America, we must be watchful of all the ways that our
democracy might be undermined. It is our duty. It is our legacy. American artists
working at the end of the twentieth century share a responsibility to reflect back to the
citizenry where we stand as a nation and as a part of a larger world. I believe that all the
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solo artists I have discussed are cognizant of their standing as America's conscience or
gadfly or mirror. They are asking whether this great experiment, this United States of
America, is working for all of us.
A retired navy captain who attended a performance of Marc Wolf's Another
American: Asking and Telling, was quoted as saying, "You try to change attitudes. You
don't do it by giving statistics, you do it by telling stories like these" (qtd. in Kalb 20). In
a society that fetishizes individualism, perhaps the only way to effect change within the
maelstrom of media to which we are exposed, is to tell personal stories.
Stephen Holden wrote an article for the New York Times in 1990 when John
Leguizamo, Spalding Gray and Eric Bogosian were all performing in New York at the
same time. Holden wrote, "By reminding us that each person is an autonomous little
world, a world that moreover is far richer and more complex than the reductive cliches
and shallow debates of television talk shows, they reassert the ultimate value of the
individual. The world according to me, they insist, is as valuable as the world according
to us" (C35). Walt Whitman sang of himself as a separate person, equal in importance to
the democratic body. Tim Miller celebrates himself as a gay man living in a society that
does not accommodate his needs as it does for others. Spalding Gray analyzes his psychic
vulnerabilities in the context of a world that, for him, makes no sense. Anna Deavere
Smith authenticates the individual's experience in an historic event that impacts an entire
community. Eric Bogosian presents beastly men seduced by society's net of expectations.
Guillermo Gomez-Pena traces the individual border-crosser caught in the cross hairs
between two nations. Again and again, these solo performers place the individual
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squarely in the center of a community that does not always nurture or empathize but
which is always unavoidably there. By creating characters that may or may not have
learned to negotiate the tricky terrain between the self and society, these solo artists are
giving us all, individual witnesses, the opportunity to rehearse democracy.

Notes
^ Only Anna Deavere Smith tends to work in a darker vein and even her pieces are
populated by folks who may not intend to be funny, but are, by virtue of their ignorance
or rigidity, funny anyway.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW WITH TIM MILLER
Q: Do you see yourself as a performer or a writer?
TM: Performer. Performer. Y'know in my life, the writing came first.
Q: It did?
TM: Yeah. Well I've written a lot about how writing is the first creative act for me.
Performing the writing obviously came later. But in terms of what I really do in the
world, I'm fundamentally a performer. I think I'm a good writer - the writing's crucial to
me - but I think my kind of spark is the words coming out live in an aural tradition and
speaking and being witnessed in real time.
Q: How do you explain to someone not in a theatrical tradition, not from this culture,
what it is that you do?
TM: Actually, long before I was touring in America, I was touring in the UK. Literally
when I was 22, 23, twenty years ago. I was being carted all over England, Scotland and
Wales, at these kind of national touring things. Kind of being made much of there before
I was touring the States and it actually had a huge impact on me because we were
performing in a little kind of Welsh fading mining town and there's these little art centers
everywhere. Actually it was kind of challenging at that point - all my New York
formalism -1mean I'm a story teller, it's not hard to get. Y'know it's hard to get if you
speak Japanese. 'Cause I'm limited by my language -1speak English. There's some
content barriers that may or may not challenge people, but I think the people they
challenge are few and there's enough that's...I mean my work is pretty accessible to
English speakers and clearly within an American vernacular or &st person story telling y'know, Mark Twain, Chautauqua movement all that. I mean solo performance - what I
do - is extremely American and rooted in... I mean stand-up totally comes out of those
Mark Twain lectures, which were basically stand-up comedy. You read the texts of them
and they're just hysterical, some of which were stock jokes, but it's more stand-up than
anything - somewhere between stand-up and performance art. So I think the form.,. you
know, my work was much more experimental in form earlier on.
Q: How so?
TM: Well, y'know, I wasn't as much into narrative. My work is really about narrative. It
kind of forms a little metaphorical cosmology that hopefully accrues power and meaning
through its.. ..as they twirl around, y'know me as the performer and the kind of larger
subject ..but the...earlier work was very multi-media and kind of problemitizing
narrative.. .we just weren't interested in narrative, it was sort of about kind of obfuscating
meaning and...but getting back to these little Welsh towns...the piece I was touring was
a piece called Post-War in 1982 which was a fairly accessible piece even but it
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was...there was no stories in it. And I was just so struck, "Man, if I'm performing in a
Welsh town I actually really do want these people to know what the fuck I'm doing." It
started me.. .it began a process of wanting to connect to audience more. In terms of them
understanding.. .1 mean I do want people to get it...1 mean my work is rhetorical in that
way and in some very conventional ways. Glory Box is making a case through these
narratives, memories of a kind of childhood agency and trying to bring, y'know, share
some information and humor, y'know, and the seduction of sentimentality and emotion to make people think about these systemic human rights violation in America against
lesbian and gay citizens... civil marriage rights...so obviously if you're doing that then
you want people to get it including that little old Scottish Auntie of Alistair's in the
equivalent of Buttfuck, Scotland.
But I think that launched me on that and then the, AIDS crisis, and the urgency of people
dying changed art practice hugely for people...the need for work to engage, inform,
challenge and embolden all of which are very... call it rhetorical, rhetorical strategies and
direct communication that does in fact have a rationale and an intent and desired result.
Y'know, I wanted this show to pass this bill and obviously it won't, and I'm embarrassed
to say there was a period I thought it would, and I have gotten from people signing the
petitions last night or call your congressperson kind of thing, but, probably about 15
times on the road, the audience who had seen the show had gotten on the phone and
within a week or 10 days of the show closing in Atlanta or Phoenix or Boston one or two
new congresspeople become sponsors of the bill, literally. And I know for a
fact...because they tell me. They generated 70,80 calls. That makes a huge impact on a
congressperson's office. Y'know so that gives me a kind of hope the ripple effects out
from my rhetorical strategies do change something...but.. .obviously I was naive to think
it would change.. .that America could kind of stop being so hard-hearted, in the
foreseeable future towards its gay citizens.
Q: Why this format?
TM: Well it's cheap, it's flexible, it's not committee. Whenever we do any kind of
analysis of anything, economics is always probably the first thing you should look at of
how anybody organizes anything. We have a lot of solo performance in this country
partly because there's no funding in this country for the arts, in any real way. Artists have
to be clever to figure out how to struggle along. The fact is even unless there were
massive amounts of art money ...If I were doing a 12 person play about this subject that I
was trying to tour...Y'know I've done this all over the place -- at least close to 100 cities
now - over two and half years in very small parts of the country - places that don't have
hardly any money but they can give me a plane ticket I'll make a few hundred bucks and
go do the show. The show generates vast amounts of press in print and radio and TV. The
majority of press on this issue has come from the show . As theatre artists it's
actually....it's a small and modest bully pulpit but it has huge ripple effects in media.
Thousands Of times as many people read about what my show is about as will ever see it
of course and that's fine. This week, even my time at ATHE was a kind of organizing
action. We did this thing Tuesday which was very engaged in the community, because I
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knew it could get a big feature in the San Diego paper - not about me as an artist but
really about me as a grass roots political activist. You don't talk about the show that
much—the show was already sold out, I didn't need people to come. But I wanted to
get.. .that's worth 30 or 40 or 50,000 dollars worth of public access.. .of advertising. You
can't buy the cover in that way - it's worth a tremendous amount for public education.
So as theatre artists we can...the ideas that theatre work deals with and engages can
really be broadcast through the coverage that theater gets - which doesn't approach the
same reach as having a TV show which is obviously huge. But I don't want to have a TV
show. 1 like performing. I like the live thing. And I feel glad the reach is extended. If I
felt the reach only came to those who saw the show I think I would still feel fine about it
but I know that's not the case. It's much wider to people who just read the paper, listen to
me opining on the radio.
Q: When you were 22 or 23 and you started solo performing, it wasn't because there was
an issue that you were passionate about...
TM: In a way it was, it was partly... Y'know I moved to New York when I was 19,1 was
very impatient with New York. I thought the work was really apolitical. There was
almost no work around identity and I was coming from a very politicized California. New
York was not nearly as radical as California. Still isn't. There are no rights for gay
people in the state of New York - at all. California has the best. The communities are just
fundamentally different. Gay people have taken much more authority over their
government. It's not like California is that much more progressive - it's just the states are
different. But I was very angry and thought NY was a wreck and wanted to change my
new city. But mostly I wanted to tell my story which is always the first thing, but also
though wanting to make sure the really specific and sexy and political kind of gay
representation were happening. But they weren't at the time. I organized the first festival
of gay men's performance art in this country in 1980 at PS 122 called "Men. Men
Together". That was much reviewed, there's things in print and stuff. Sally Banes
reviewed it in The Voice or something - it's in her book. I mean it wasn't overt.
My activity as a political person was always happening at the same time as my creative
art. It's changed form certainly. Though I would say in the last 15 years its consistency is
pretty strong. Of using shows to engage issues whether its HIV/AIDS or Safe Sex or
Ronald Reagan. The scope of my work is pretty consistent.
Q: You were an adjunct professor in religion, is that correct?
TM: Yeah at Claremont Graduate School of theology.
Q: Tell me about that.
TM: It's kind of an interesting little corner of activity. Well, it was a period in some
ways connected to the kind of multi-cultural diversity discourse of the late 80s early 90s.
My space in LA - Highways ~ was really kind of the one new alternative arts
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organization that's so hard to start these things. Funding was all dried up - but that really
started in that period. Kind of a classical alternative arts organization - committed to the
diversity discourse and the art and social change kind of thing. So if you're going to
explore that, inevitably, religion and spirit life is a huge part of culture. You can't talk
about diverse cultures and not talk about religion. America is an extremely and
complexly religious country in both positive and negative ways. So it was a time where I
was doing these performance sermons with this Episcopalian priest. We'd get Palm
Sunday - a good day - and we'd get the second biggest turnout — it's always box office!
But it was a chance and a way to share cultural roots of theatre and religious ritual and
Western culture - both spaces are theatre spaces - they both have a stage. I was teaching
homiletics though. Which is so funny since homiletics theory is sort of the big no-no
-we're not supposed to sermonize, we're not supposed to have totalized kind of truth. Of
course it's the homiletics, hermeneutics kind of awe..., so to actually teach homiletics
is.. .and of course my work is homiletic. As a performer, as most solo performers are. So
in a way I was teaching them...ministers and solo performers share a lot of similar
challenges. They're using parable, metaphor, themes. You've got to stand up in front of
community one way or the other. It was interesting. Of course it's a very hip, feminist
kind of seminary. It's not Bob Jones.
We're going to do a project in the next year or so on lesbian and gay civil marriage rights
which is something the Protestant denominations have been ripping themselves and
struggling with - much more than gay people have until recently. But for 15, 20 years
they've been really...it's what they fight about. The Presbyterians, the Lutherans.
Catholics don't fight about it. Talking about totalized authority - it's just not on the table.
But the Protestant denominations, they defrock their ministers —it's quite an interesting
social form.
Robbie McCauley -1 think she's such a genius - she once said that no positive social
change has ever happened in America without the participation and opposition of clergy.
Y'know the Southern Baptist exist because they believed slavery was God's will. And the
Progressive Protestant denominations who were the very organizers of the abolition
movement, women's suffrage, civil rights, anti-war. Again and again these forces
between a kind of progressive religious tradition that exists here as well as a reactionary
one. It's kind of a huge part of movement. Nothing really happens in America without
religion playing a part.
Q: Well that's interesting because nothing really happens in America without the artists
as well.
TM: Well when we look at all those movements - civil rights movement anti-war
movement, feminism - are all...You think of that great demonstration outside the
Pentagon when they were gonna levitate the Pentagon - one of the great conceptual
performance pieces. Allen Ginsburg and actually Malcom Boyd -the minister I do the
performance art sermons with at the Episcopalian church in LA - these are the people
who are there. It's an interesting alliance. It's one that had deteriorated. We don't have a
good working model of it right now. Which I think is too bad. As artists and academics
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we sort of cede it - we're more comfortable with secular stuff. And we sort of ceded that
ground to the worst extremists and right wing fundamentalists in this country. And they
are wielding enormous disproportionate power over all our lives - not just gay people's
lives.
Q: Is there a difference between performance art and solo performance?
TM: I don't actually use the word performance art anymore because it doesn't really
communicate what I do to people. It creates another impression. I'm a solo performer.
I'm actually more comfortable being called a storyteller then a performance artist. But I
am obviously a performance artist.
I think it's (performance art) a period genre of a certain period of ..it covers the period
from conceptual visual..y'know conceptual performance that was more linked to visual
arts stuff in the 70s through the theatricalized multi-media performance. But then at some
point what we often call performance art today is really a highly text-based performer
steeped- charisma-driven literary theatre form. What I do now no one would have called
performance art -1wouldn't have called it performance art - in 1982 or 3. It would just
seem like theatre. Performance art, for me, refers to a specific period of live art. Which I
think still exists. But often we think of it as carrying more visual material, media or some
kind of interest or engagement with troubling theatrical forms of presentation either by
duration or something.
But I'm in a totally conventional theatrical time. How I perform is much more linked to
American preaching tradition or Chautauqua tradition or those Mark Twain lectures then
to a performance art piece by Vito Acconci in 1972.1 mean it's not even in the same
realm.
You know I don't like saying, "Excuse me, I'm not a performance artist." Also because
the word got lots of bad press...y'know I think ultimately solo performance, but it's all
hair-splitting. As long as people come.
Well even the NEA stuff, we weren't...it was solo performer grants. They were in
through the theatre dept. In fact they were "solo theatrical performer grants" so
that
which is sort of our dominant trope around all this solo
performance...anyway...the battle configured around this certain kind of solo performing
and all of that work was theatrically informed and...a general terrain of theatrical means
so presentation where you sell tickets and you're in theatres, it generally starts at eight..
Q: People sit in chairs and look at you....
TM: Right. And if you walk around the audience that's not a big deal that's solidly in all
kinds of Grotowski. Or..Don't-Bother-Me-I-Can't-Cope black musical theatre. It's not an
unusual...not unusual that both Rhodessa and I last night work the room. Which again is
kind of that preacher connection, too.
Q: Let's talk about that relationship with the audience, which is critical in solo
performance in a way that it isn't in the traditional 4"" wall, actor-submerged-as-character
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tradition. While you certainly bring characters in - like Scott and various INS officials it's your....
TM; And I don't commit a lot of theatrical energy to their representation. I'm not actually
that interested in their character in the way a character monologist would be. Or even an
actor - it's definitely not acting. I very minimally represent other characters, which is
very much the story-telling tradition. Partly because you want the fundamental
relationship to be between the storyteller and the story listener and if you introduce
the.. .commit too much communication energy to representing the character in the way
that an actor's primarily concerned with, sometimes that can derail the fundamental
relationship which is you know it's like when you tell a story at the dinner table, you
might give a little gloss of the person. It's still you through them. And I think a lot of
performers so it that way. I'm also frankly not that good at character; it's not my strong
suit. But I think it's actually not my strong suit because I'm not that interested in it. I'm
more interested in what they're saying or how they fit in the whole story, which is me
talking to the audience which is the fundamental relationship and seduction. And it's
partly why solo perform... Y'know people do like being talked to. That's not the right
thing. They like being acknowledged that they're there. The great lesbian performer,
Terry Galloway said the difference between theatre and performance art; in theatre you
go in a dark room and you talk to people and pretend they're not there. The solo
performer goes in a dark room and talks to people and actually acknowledges they're
there. I think that's the best definition I've heard. One of the shared things with solo
performance, and I can't think of any of it that doesn't acknowledge the audience's
presence. And we're not actually speaking to them. I mean, who else would be speaking
to? Y'know you could be speaking to God or part of self or something - but almost
everybody is really...
Q: ..speaking to that audience in front of them.
TM: And last night...really..I mean Rhodessa and I work as obvious differences and
we're different kinds of people, and she does do character - but much of her
performances as mine - are about a kind of engagement, connection, seduction, charming
cajoling, challenging. But it's all about you and them. You and the people there. That's
the fundamental relationship.
Q: You are very charming onstage. It's palpable. Is that intentional or is that just you?
TM: Well, it's weird I want people to like me but I usually represent myself as being a bit
of a naughty. Like with Alistair, he's always good and I'm always bad. Partly because to
be bad makes me more interesting.
Q: Yeah but it's charming bad. It's adorable bad. It's not Charles Manson bad.
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TM: No. No. I get redeemed. It's kind of an intuitive thing with performing. I've
performed, y'know I can't even imagine how many times - probably 4 or 5000 full
evening performances for 20 years. I generally perform a minimum of a couple hundred
times a year. Which is a lot. And that's a weird activity to be doing that many times for
the amount of energy you conjure to do it. And the relationship between laughter,
applause, wanting to be appreciated liked. ...And I think also the performers are drawn to
this kind of work probably have.. .they were probably good students and raised their hand
in class and tried to please - pleasers - as many performers are. You definitely want.. .1
mean I have that pleaser thing. The humor is a crucial part of that. That kind of seduction.
I mean I know my work wouldn't work on any level if there wasn't that kind of
connection charm charisma - pulling people in. Because they wouldn't be there to begin
with or they'd leave during it. So it kind of relies on that....There's the obvious problems
and limits of that - of charm.
Q: It seems to me stand-up comics are often more abrasive, and less charming.
TM: Well that's part of their guild identity, too. That's sort of what they're supposed to
do. It's part of the gimmick in a way. Obnoxious cynical, provocative, yell at the
audience. Every kind of performing has its certain kind of guild values. A punk rock band
has to spit at the audience. And a solo performer certainly on some level - both Rhodessa
and I, on a certain level, want to challenge people but we also probably are both
performing certain kinds of seductions.
Q: It's very intimate. Much more intimate than the kind of relationship between the
audience and a stand-up comic.
TM; First of all, the audience I don't think ever really trusts the stand-up comedian
because they know they may lash out. And they're...It's not as important for a stand-up
comedian to be liked or even loved, valued, empathized with necessarily. It's where solo
performance is so connected to theatre - empathy, connection, suspension of disbeliefall those things are very much a part of solo performing. They're quite different in their
form. With this piece, it would be hard to imagine doing it without the humor - which is
the most typical seduction a performer uses, but there's other ways. Voice, singing
rhythm is another, the writing itself, and that kind of mysterious kind of charisma thing
which is very conventional. But it's true. We see which kids do we want to watch do their
show and tell. Some of them are really into it or love it or you're just drawn to look at
them. It's kind of inevitable. I think it would be hard to keep doing what I do year after
year if it weren't there working in some ways. But it's knowledgeable of all the dangers
of that kind of charisma - there's ways it can obviously be a kind of trap or create a false
intimacy with the audience. It's all kind of highly artificial on a certain level. Like most
interesting things contradictory - both incredibly intimate and incredibly
Well not just
not. It's also, it's about us as separate people. Just as when I read a book and I connect
with it, and I feel all this intimacy and then it's over.
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